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TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTIONS OF RANDOM BAND MATRICES
BENSON AU
Abstract. We study random band matrices within the framework of traffic probability,
an operadic non-commutative probability theory introduced by Male based on graph oper-
ations. As a starting point, we revisit the familiar case of the permutation invariant Wigner
matrices and compare the situation to the general case in the absence of this invariance.
Here, we find a departure from the usual free probabilistic universality of the joint distribu-
tion of independent Wigner matrices. We then show how the traffic space of Wigner matrices
completely realizes the traffic central limit theorem. We further prove general Markov-type
concentration inequalities for the joint traffic distribution of independent Wigner matrices.
We then extend our analysis to random band matrices, as studied by Bogachev, Molchanov,
and Pastur, and investigate the extent to which the joint traffic distribution of independent
copies of these matrices deviates from the Wigner case.
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2 BENSON AU
1. Introduction and main results
For a real symmetric (or complex Hermitian) n× n matrix An, let (λk(An) : 1 ≤ k ≤ n)
denote the eigenvalues of An, counting multiplicity, arranged in a non-increasing order. We
write µ(An) for the empirical spectral distribution (or ESD for short) of An, i.e.,
µ(An) =
1
n
n∑
k=1
δλk(An), λ1(An) ≥ · · · ≥ λn(An).
For a random matrix An, the ESD µ(An) then becomes a random probability measure on
the real line (R,B(R)). Wigner initiated the modern study of random matrices by proving
the weak convergence of the ESD in expectation as the dimension n→∞ for a general class
of random real symmetric matrices [Wig55,Wig58]. We recall the so-called Wigner matrices,
formulated deliberately in such a way below in order to suit our purposes later.
Definition 1.1 (Wigner matrix). Let (Xi,j)1≤i<j<∞ and (Xi,i)1≤i<∞ be independent families
of i.i.d. random variables: the former, real-valued (resp., complex-valued), centered, and of
unit variance; the latter, real-valued and of finite variance, i.e.,
(1.1) EXi,j = 0, Var(Xi,j) = E|Xi,j|2 = 1, and Var(Xi,i) <∞.
Taken together, the two families (Xi,j) and (Xi,i) define a random real symmetric (resp.,
complex Hermitian) n× n matrix Xn in a natural way, viz.
Xn(i, j) =
{
Xi,j if i < j,
Xi,i if i = j.
We call Xn an unnormalized real (resp., complex) Wigner matrix.
We introduce the standard normalization via a Hadamard-Schur product: let Jn denote
the n × n all-ones matrix, and define Nn = n−1/2Jn. We call the random real symmetric
(resp., complex Hermitian) n× n matrix Wn defined by
Wn = Nn ◦Xn = 1√
n
Xn
a normalized real (resp., complex) Wigner matrix. We simply refer to Wigner matrices when
the context is clear, or when considering the definition altogether.
We define the parameter β of a Wigner matrix as the pseudo-variance of its unnormalized
strictly upper triangular entries so that
β = EX(i, j)2 = EX2i,j, ∀i < j.
We note that a Wigner matrix is a real Wigner matrix iff its parameter β = 1, and so we
can specify a Wigner matrix by its parameter. We further note that the distribution of a
Wigner matrix is invariant under conjugation by the permutation matrices iff its parameter
β ∈ R. This in turn is equivalent to the real and imaginary parts of Xi,j being uncorrelated.
We often restrict to a special class of random variables within our Wigner matrices; thus,
if (Xi,j) and (Xi,i) have finite moments of all orders, then we call both Xn and Wn finite-
moment Wigner matrices. We distinguish the important case in which (Xi,j) and (Xi,i) are
Gaussian by the term Gaussian Wigner matrix.
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In particular, Wigner identified the standard semicircle distribution µSC as the universal
limiting spectral distribution (or LSD for short) of the Wigner matrices, where
µSC(dx) =
1
2pi
(4− x2)1/2+ dx.
Considerable work has since been done on the Wigner matrices and other classical random
matrix ensembles, e.g., on questions related to maximal eigenvalues, central limit theorems,
concentration inequalities, joint eigenvalue distribution, large deviations, eigenvalue spacing,
and free probability. The recent monograph [AGZ10] by Anderson, Guionnet, and Zeitouni
provides an excellent introduction to this end.
Free probability, introduced by Voiculescu [Voi85], explains the distinguished role of the
semicircle distribution. Motivated by the study of free group factors, Voiculescu defined a
suitable notion of independence in the non-commutative probabilistic setting known as free
independence. Free analogues of classical constructions and operations from (commutative)
probability theory abound: for example, the free central limit theorem (CLT), free convolu-
tion, free cumulants, and free entropy. In particular, the semicircle distribution, being the
attractor in the free CLT, serves as the free analogue of the normal distribution. As with
a normal distribution N (m,σ2), we specify a semicircular distribution by its mean m and
variance σ2, writing SC(m,σ2) for the distribution
SC(m,σ2)(dx) = 1
2piσ2
(4σ2 − (x−m)2)1/2+ dx.
Voiculescu showed that free independence describes the asymptotic behavior of the ESD for
a large class of random matrices, such as those invariant in distribution under conjugation by
the orthogonal matrices (in the real symmetric case) or the unitary matrices (in the complex
Hermitian case) [Voi91]. Wigner’s semicircle law can thus be seen as a consequence of the free
CLT. We refer the reader to the standard introductions to free probability [VDN92,NS06].
On the other hand, many random matrix models of interest do not possess the aforemen-
tioned invariance, e.g., the adjacency matrices of random graphs. This consideration led Male
to introduce a non-commutative probability theory that describes the asymptotic behavior
of matrices invariant in distribution under conjugation by the permutation matrices [Mal].
Male termed the corresponding notion of independence traffic independence and proved a
traffic CLT that interpolates between the free CLT and the classical CLT. The family of free
convolutions (SC(0, σ21)  N (0, σ22) : σ21 + σ22 = 1) form the attractors in the traffic CLT,
where the parameters σ2i depend on the particular random variables in consideration. We
identify a random matrix ensemble that plays the role of the Wigner matrices in the traffic
setting, giving a complete realization to this interpolation.
In his review article [Bai99], Bai proposed the study of random matrix ensembles with
additional linear algebraic structure: the random Hankel, Markov, and Toeplitz matrices.
Bryc, Dembo, and Jiang proved the almost sure convergence of the ESD to certain universal
distributions for these matrices [BDJ06] (see also [HM05]). We focus on the (random) Markov
matrices, using a modified definition in order to absorb the dimensional normalization.
Definition 1.2 (Markov matrix). Let (Xi,j)1≤i<j<∞ and (Xi,i)1≤i<∞ be real-valued random
variables as in Definition 1.1. For 1 ≤ i < j, define Xj,i = Xi,j. We write Wn for the
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corresponding Wigner matrix and Dn = deg(Wn) for the diagonal matrix of row sums of
Wn so that
Dn(i, i) =
n∑
j=1
Wn(i, j) =
1√
n
n∑
j=1
X(i, j).
We call the random real symmetric n× n matrix Mn defined by
Mn = Wn −Dn = 1√
n

−
n∑
j 6=1
X1,j X1,2 X1,3 · · · X1,n
X2,1 −
n∑
j 6=2
X2,j X2,3 · · · X2,n
X3,1 X3,2
. . .
...
...
...
Xk,1 Xk,2 · · · −
n∑
j 6=k
Xk,j · · · Xk,n
...
...
. . .
...
Xn,1 Xn,2 · · · −
n∑
j 6=n
Xn,j

a Markov matrix.
Remark 1.3. The “Markov” in Definition 1.2 comes from the zero row-sums property of
the matrix, a property shared by the infinitesimal generator of a continuous-time Markov
process on a finite state space. This class of matrices also includes the graph Laplacian;
however, the Laplacian of a random graph does not fit into our model as equation (1.1)
precludes the a.s. non-negativity of Xi,j (see, e.g., the works of Ding and Jiang [DJ10] and
Jiang [Jia12a,Jia12b] on this related problem).
Theorem 1.3 in [BDJ06] shows that the sequence of ESDs {µ(Mn)}∞n=1 converges weakly
almost surely to the free convolution SC(0, 1)N (0, 1), for which the authors give two proofs.
The first proof relies on the method of moments, using a combinatorial characterization of
the moments of SC(0, 1)N (0, 1) effected by the machinery of Boz˙ejko and Speicher [BS96].
The same machinery applies more generally to the free convolutions SC(0, σ21)  N (0, σ22),
but this characterization becomes unwieldy when σ21 6= σ22. The second proof relies on
a comparison method, showing that the expected moments of µ(Mn) are asymptotically
equivalent to the expected moments of µ(M′n), where M
′
n = W
′
n − D′n can be written as
the difference of two independent matrices. One can then appeal to a result of Pastur and
Vasilchuk [PV00] to prove the aforementioned convergence for the surrogate {µ(M′n)}∞n=1.
The techniques for dealing with dependent random matrices can be often quite ad hoc;
however, traffic probability provides a unifying framework for a large class of such matrices.
In particular, the Markov matrices fit quite naturally into this framework, wherein they
can be realized as graph polynomials of Wigner matrices. More generally, for p, q ∈ R,
let Mn,p,q = pWn + qDn, where Wn and Dn are as in the definition of a Markov matrix.
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Accordingly, we call the random real symmetric n× n matrix Mn,p,q a (p, q)-Markov matrix
after Definition 1.2. We show that independent finite-moment (p, q)-Markov matrices are
asymptotically traffic independent with a stable universal limiting traffic distribution (or
LTD for short). This allows us to pair a convenient Gaussian realization of our ensemble
with the traffic CLT to show that the ESDs µ(Mn,p,q) converge weakly almost surely to the
free convolution SC(0, p2)N (0, q2), extending the result of Bryc, Dembo, and Jiang.
Free convolutions with semicircular distributions enjoy nice regularity properties. In par-
ticular, the work [Bia97] of Biane implies that SC(0, p2)N (0, q2) is absolutely continuous
with a bounded, continuous density (Corollary 2 and Proposition 5) that is analytic off of
its zero set (Corollary 4). Moreover, Proposition A.3 in [BDJ06] can be easily adapted to
show that SC(0, p2)N (0, q2) has bounded support iff q = 0.
The weak convergence µ(Mn,p,q)
w→ SC(0, p2)  N (0, q2) for all p, q ∈ R suggests that
the matrices Wn and Dn are asymptotically free despite the fact that the latter matrix is
completely determined by the former. One can prove that freeness does in fact govern the
asymptotic behavior of Wn and Dn by working with the LTD of the Wigner matrices and
exploiting the relationship between traffic independence and free independence; however,
this behavior can be better seen as part of a much more general phenomenon for graph
polynomials of random matrices.
For a tracial ∗-probability space (A, ϕ), Ce´bron, Dahlqvist, and Male constructed a uni-
versal enveloping traffic space (G(A), τ) that extends the trace [CDM]. The authors further
proved a coherent convergence property for (G(A), τ): if a family of unitarily invariant ran-
dom matrices An converges in ∗-distribution to a family of random variables a in (A, ϕ) and
further satisfies a certain factorization property, then An converges in traffic distribution
to a in (G(A), τ). This construction comes equipped with a canonical (free) independence
structure: in the forthcoming work [AM], we show that the traffic space (G(A), τ), regarded
simply as a ∗-probability space, can be realized as the free product (in the sense of Voiculescu)
of three natural unital ∗-subalgebras. Taken together with the results of [Mal, CDM], this
gives another proof of the asymptotic freeness of Wn and Dn.
Yet, in both cases, we rely crucially on the strong invariance property of our ensemble. The
universality of non-invariant ensembles constitutes a major ongoing program of research. We
recall one prominent model of interest: the random band matrices.
Definition 1.4 (Band matrix). Let (bn) be a sequence of nonnegative integers. We write
Bn for the corresponding n× n band matrix of ones with band width bn, i.e.,
Bn(i, j) = 1{|i− j| ≤ bn}.
Let Xn be an unnormalized Wigner matrix. We call the random matrix Ξn defined by
Ξn = Bn ◦Xn
an unnormalized random band matrix. We introduce a normalization based on the growth
rate of the band width bn. We say that (bn) is of slow growth (resp., proportional growth) if
lim
n→∞
bn =∞ and bn = o(n) (resp., lim
n→∞
bn
n
= c ∈ (0, 1]),
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in which case we use the normalization
Υn = (2bn)
−1/2Jn (resp., Υn = (2c− c2)−1/2n−1/2Jn).
We call c the proportionality constant : we say that (bn) is of full proportion if c = 1 and proper
otherwise. For a fixed band width bn ≡ b, we use the normalization Υn = (2b+ 1)−1/2Jn. In
any case, we call the random matrix Θn defined by
Θn = Υn ◦Ξn
a normalized random band matrix. We simply refer to random band matrices (or RBMs for
short) when the context is clear, or when considering the definition altogether.
Following Wigner, one expects universality to hold for any large quantum system of suffi-
cient complexity (see [Meh04] for more on this perspective; see [BEYY,EY] and the references
therein for progress in this direction). In particular, a fundamental conjecture of Fyodorov
and Mirlin proposes a dichotomy for the local spectral statistics of RBMs [FM91]: random
matrix theory statistics (weak disorder) for large band widths; Poisson statistics (strong
disorder) for small band widths; and a sharp transition around the critical value bn =
√
n
(again, we refer the reader to [BEYY,EY] for progress in this direction).
At the macroscopic level, Bogachev, Molchanov, and Pastur proved that the class of band
widths in Definition 1.4 determine the global universality classes of the RBMs [BMP91]: for
slow growth RBMs, µ(Θn) converges to the semicircle distribution µSC ; for proportional
growth RBMs of proper proportion, µ(Θn) converges to a non-semicircular distribution µc
of bounded support; and for fixed band width RBMs having a symmetric distribution for the
entries, µ(Θn) converges to a non-universal symmetric distribution µb. The authors further
proved a continuity result for these distributions, namely,
(1.2) lim
c→0+
µc = lim
c→1−
µc = µSC and lim
b→∞
µb = µSC .
The work [BMP91] considered the distribution of a single RBM: naturally, this invites
the question of the joint distribution of such matrices. Shlyakhtenko showed that freeness
with amalgamation in the context of operator-valued free probability governs what he called
Gaussian RBMs [Shl96]; otherwise, to our knowledge, RBMs have not received much at-
tention from the non-commutative probabilistic perspective. Nevertheless, we show that
the framework of traffic probability allows for effective, tractable computations in multiple
RBMs. Our main result identifies the joint LTD of independent RBMs of possibly mixed
band width types.
Theorem 1.5. Let Xn = (X(i)n )i∈I be a family of independent unnormalized finite-moment
Wigner matrices. We assume that the parameters βi ∈ R and write Wn = (W(i)n )i∈I for the
corresponding family of normalized Wigner matrices. Consider a family of band widths
(b(i)n )i∈I = (b
(i)
n )i∈I1 ∪ (b(i)n )i∈I2 ∪ (b(i)n )i∈I3 ∪ (b(i)n )i∈I4
of slow growth, proper proportion, full proportion, and fixed band width respectively, and form
the corresponding family of normalized RBMs On = (Θ(i)n )i∈I . Then the family On converges
in traffic distribution. In fact, the LTDs of the families (Θ
(i)
n )i∈I1∪I3 and (W
(i)
n )i∈I1∪I3 are
identical, the latter already being known from [Mal].
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The precise form of this LTD requires a good deal of preparation, and we do not state it
here in the introduction (see Theorems 4.3.3 and 4.4.1). Instead, we opt for a more familiar
free probabilistic statement.
Knowledge of the traffic distribution, which is defined in terms of graph observables, can
be difficult to interpret; however, the traffic distribution does encode the information of the
usual ∗-distribution. For example, as a consequence of our earlier discussion on the Wigner
matrices, we immediately obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 1.6. The family (Θ
(i)
n )i∈I1∪I3 converges in distribution to a semicircular system.
If we further assume that βi = 1, then the augmented family (Θ
(i)
n , deg(Θ
(i)
n ))i∈I1∪I3 also
converges in distribution, where (Θ
(i)
n )i∈I1∪I3 and (deg(Θ
(i)
n ))i∈I1∪I3 are asymptotically free
and (deg(Θ
(i)
n ))i∈I1∪I3 converges in distribution to a Gaussian system.
Remark 1.7. We do not make any assumptions on the relative rates of growth for the band
widths (b
(i)
n )i∈I1 ; thus, for example, it could be that (b
(i1)
n , b
(i2)
n , b
(i3)
n , b
(i4)
n ) are each of slow
growth with b
(i1)
n , b
(i2)
n  √n  b(i3)n , b(i4)n . In particular, perhaps not surprisingly, we fail
to observe any sort of transition around the conjectured critical value for the local spectral
statistics at the level of first order freeness.
In fact, Theorem 1.5 allows us to translate any statement about the limiting distribution
(or, more generally, the limiting traffic distribution) of the Wigner matrices (W
(i)
n )i∈I1∪I3 to
the RBMs (Θ
(i)
n )i∈I1∪I3 , culminating in Theorem 4.3.6, which holds for general parameters
βi ∈ C. This line of investigation, particularly along the traffic distribution, is further
pursued in [AM].
At the same time, our result shows that the traffic distribution, despite all of its additional
structure, falls short of capturing even other macroscopic features. In particular, Theorem
3 in [BMP91] implies that λ1(Θn)
a.s.→∞ for slow growth finite-moment RBMs, whereas Bai
and Yin showed that λ1(Wn)
a.s.→ 2 iff the entries of Xn have finite fourth moments [BY88].
Unfortunately, traffic probability has less to say about proportional growth RBMs and
less still about fixed band width RBMs. We show that independent proportional growth
(resp., fixed band width) RBMs are not asymptotically traffic independent unless c = 1
(resp., b = 0). Nonetheless, we prove the traffic analogue of equation (1.2), showing that the
continuity of the LSD in the band width extends to the LTD as well. Here, we find a subtle
difference in how these limits are attained, leading into our analysis of mixed band width
types.
We organize the paper as follows. Section 2 provides the necessary background in traffic
probability following [Mal,CDM]. Section 3 contains the results in our motivating discussion
on the Wigner matrices. We further prove general Markov-type concentration inequalities
for the traffic distribution of independent Wigner matrices, which allows us to upgrade our
convergence to the almost sure sense. Section 4 treats the case of the RBMs, beginning
with a preliminary version of our main result for periodic RBMs. We work throughout
in the context of finite-moment Wigner matrices Xn with a slightly more general model
that replaces the identically distributed assumption with a strong uniform control on the
moments. Finally, we gather some miscellaneous results in the appendix.
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Figure 1: Histograms of the empirical spectral distributions of (p, q)-Markov matrices of
the form p2 + q2 = 1 constructed from a single realization of a normalized 10000× 10000
GOE matrix W10000. For p
2, q2 6= 0, we overlay the two histograms corresponding to the
positive and negative values of q, plotted in blue and red respectively. The overlapping
region is colored blue + red = purple and dominates the graph, as predicted both by the
traffic CLT and by the asymptotic freeness of Wn and Dn.
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Figure 2: Histograms of the empirical spectral distributions of the analogous (p, q)-Markov
matrix construction applied to a slow growth RBM. Here, we take a single realization of a
10000× 10000 GOE matrix X10000 and form the normalized RBM Θ10000 with band width
bn =
√
n = 100. As before, D10000 = deg(Θ10000) corresponds to the diagonal matrix of row
sums, for which we now consider matrices of the form pΘ10000 + qD10000. The histograms
closely follow those of the (p, q)-Markov matrices in Figure 1, as predicted by Corollary 1.6.
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Figure 3: Histograms of the empirical spectral distributions of proportional growth RBMs
of various proportions. Here, we again take a single realization of a 10000× 10000 GOE
matrix X10000, this time to form the normalized RBMs Θ
(c)
10000 with proportional band
width bn
n
= c. We choose the first three proportions to be close to 1
2
, for which the
deviation from the semicircle distribution is most noticeable. On the other hand, we choose
the last three proportions to be small to illustrate (1.2). Note that the histogram of the
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exceptionally small proportion c = 1
1000
is actually further from a semicircular shape than
the larger proportion c = 1
10
. This can be explained by the simple fact that the RBM in the
case c = 1
1000
has far fewer nontrivial entries than in the case c = 1
10
; or, put another way,
there is simply not enough randomness for the convergence µ(Θ
(c)
n )
w→ µc to take yet.
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2. Traffic probability
We begin with an exposition of traffic probability ; we refer the reader to [Mal, CDM] for
the definitive references. For the convenience of the reader, we recall in Section 2.1 the
basic framework of non-commutative probability following [NS06]. Section 2.2 introduces the
graph polynomials, a combinatorial generalization of the non-commutative polynomials giving
additional structure to the non-commutative probability spaces. As an example, Section 2.3
defines graph operations on matrices, forming the prototype of a traffic space. We define
traffic spaces in full generality in Section 2.4 and devote Section 2.5 to the associated notion
of traffic independence.
2.1. Non-commutative probability. Consider first the usual case of a measurable space
(Ω,F). For a given probability measure P on (Ω,F), we can form the (commutative) unital
∗-algebra L∞−(Ω,F ,P) of measurable complex-valued functions with finite moments of all
orders, i.e.,
L∞−(Ω,F ,P) =
∞⋂
p=1
Lp(Ω,F ,P).
The expectation E : L∞−(Ω,F ,P)→ C recovers the probability measure P; thus, the passage
from the probability space (Ω,F ,P) = ((Ω,F),P) to the pair (L∞−(Ω,F ,P),E) incurs no
loss of information. This correspondence motivates the definition of a non-commutative
probability space.
Definition 2.1.1 (Non-commutative probability space). A non-commutative probability
space is a pair (A, ϕ) consisting of a unital algebra A over C equipped with a unital linear
functional ϕ : A → C. We call the elements a ∈ A non-commutative random variables (or
simply random variables) and refer to ϕ as the expectation functional. If A has the additional
structure of a ∗-algebra, then we say that ϕ is positive if ϕ(a∗a) ≥ 0 for all a ∈ A, in which
case we term ϕ a state and (A, ϕ) a ∗-probability space.
Example 2.1.2. In keeping with the introduction, a classical probability space (Ω,F ,P)
gives rise to a ∗-probability space (L∞−(Ω,F ,P),E). We abstract another feature from the
classical case: in the setting of a ∗-probability space (A, ϕ), we say that the expectation
functional ϕ is faithful if ϕ(a∗a) = 0 implies a = 0.
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Example 2.1.3. Let Matn(C) denote the usual ∗-algebra of n × n complex matrices. The
normalized trace 1
n
tr is clearly positive (indeed, faithful), giving rise to the ∗-probability
space (Matn(C), 1ntr). The trace of course vanishes on the commutators; in general, we say
that the expectation functional ϕ of a non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ) is a trace
if ϕ vanishes on the commutators of A.
Example 2.1.4. Combining the two previous examples, we obtain the ∗-probability space
(Matn(L
∞−(Ω,F ,P)),E 1
n
tr) of random matrices whose entries have finite moments of all
orders equipped with the expected normalized trace. We leave it to the reader to verify that
E 1
n
tr is indeed a faithful trace.
The distribution of a non-commutative random variable a ∈ A is defined as the pushfor-
ward of the expectation functional ϕ by the element a. To make this precise, we introduce
the non-commutative polynomials. For an index set I, we write C〈x〉 (resp., C〈x,x∗〉) for
the free unital algebra (resp., free unital ∗-algebra) on the indeterminates x = (xi)i∈I . Given
a family of random variables a = (ai)i∈I in a non-commutative probability space (resp.,
∗-probability space) (A, ϕ), we have the usual evaluation map
C〈x〉 3 P 7→ P (a) ∈ A (resp., C〈x,x∗〉 3 Q 7→ Q(a) ∈ A).
This allows us to formalize
Definition 2.1.5 (Joint distribution). Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative probability space.
The joint distribution of a family of random variables a = (ai)i∈I in A is the linear functional
µa : C〈x〉 → C, P 7→ ϕ(P (a)).
If (A, ϕ) has the additional structure of a ∗-probability space, we further define the joint
∗-distribution of a as the linear functional
νa : C〈x,x∗〉 → C, Q 7→ ϕ(Q(a)).
Definition 2.1.6 (Convergence in distribution). Let (An, ϕn)1≤n<∞ and (A, ϕ) be non-
commutative probability spaces. Suppose that for each n ∈ N we have a family of random
variables an = (a
(i)
n )i∈I in An. We say that the an converge in distribution to a = (ai)i∈I ⊂ A
if the corresponding joint distributions µan converge pointwise to µa, i.e.,
lim
n→∞
µan(P ) = µa(P ), ∀P ∈ C〈x〉.
If (An, ϕn)1≤n<∞ and (A, ϕ) have the additional structure of a ∗-probability space, we
may further say that the an converge in ∗-distribution to a if the corresponding joint ∗-
distributions νan converge pointwise to νa, i.e.,
lim
n→∞
νan(Q) = νa(Q), ∀Q ∈ C〈x,x∗〉.
We conclude with two notions of independence in the non-commutative probabilistic set-
ting. To facilitate the definitions, we introduce some notation. For a collection S ⊂ A of
random variables in a non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ), we write ◦S = (a ∈ S :
ϕ(a) = 0) for the subcollection (possibly empty) of centered random variables.
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Definition 2.1.7 (Tensor independence). Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative probability
space. We say that unital subalgebras (Ai : i ∈ I) of A are tensor independent (or classically
independent) if the Ai commute and ϕ is multiplicative across the Ai in the following sense:
for any k ≥ 1 and distinct indices i(1), . . . , i(k) ∈ I,
(2.1) ϕ
( k∏
j=1
ai(j)
)
=
k∏
j=1
ϕ(ai(j)), ∀ai(j) ∈ Ai(j).
We note that the multiplicative property (2.1) is equivalent to
(2.1′) ϕ
( k∏
j=1
ai(j)
)
= 0, ∀ai(j) ∈
◦Ai(j).
We contrast this with
Definition 2.1.8 (Free independence). Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative probability space.
We say that unital subalgebras (Ai : i ∈ I) of A are freely independent (or simply free) if
for any k ≥ 1 and consecutively distinct indices i(1) 6= i(2) 6= · · · 6= i(k) ∈ I,
(2.2) ϕ
( k∏
j=1
ai(j)
)
= 0, ∀ai(j) ∈
◦Ai(j).
We define the tensor independence (resp., free independence) of subsets (Si : i ∈ I) of A
as the tensor independence (resp., free independence) of the generated unital subalgebras
(alg(1A,Si) : i ∈ I). If (A, ϕ) has the additional structure of a ∗-probability space, we
may further define the ∗-tensor independence (resp., ∗-free independence) of (Si : i ∈ I)
as the tensor independence (resp., free independence) of the generated unital ∗-subalgebras
(∗-alg(1A,Si) : i ∈ I).
The reader will no doubt notice that equations (2.1′) and (2.2) are identical; however,
the admissible indices i(j) to which they apply crucially differ. The corresponding CLTs,
recorded below (see, e.g., Theorems 8.5 and 8.10 in [NS06]), illustrate the considerable extent
to which these two notions diverge.
Theorem 2.1.9 (CLTs, classical and free). Let (an) be a sequence of identically distributed
self-adjoint random variables in a ∗-probability space (A, ϕ). Assume that the an are centered
with unit variance, i.e., ϕ(an) = 0 and ϕ(a
2
n) = 1, and write sn =
1√
n
∑n
j=1 aj for the
normalized sum. We consider two cases:
(i) If the an are classically independent, then (sn) converges in distribution to a standard
normal random variable, i.e.,
lim
n→∞
ϕ(smn ) =
∫
R
tm · 1√
2pi
e−t
2/2 dt, ∀m ∈ N.
(ii) If the an are freely independent, then (sn) converges in distribution to a standard
semicircular random variable, i.e.,
lim
n→∞
ϕ(smn ) =
∫ 2
−2
tm · 1
2pi
√
4− t2 dt, ∀m ∈ N.
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Finally, we recall one of the most basic (and frequently appearing) families of random
variables in this framework.
Definition 2.1.10 (Semicircular system). Let (A, ϕ) be a ∗-probability space. We say that
a family of random variables a = (ai)i∈I in A is a semicircular system if a is a family of freely
independent self-adjoint standard semicircular random variables. Similarly, we say that a
is a Gaussian system if a is a family of classically independent self-adjoint standard normal
random variables.
Remark 2.1.11. On a purely combinatorial level, tensor independence and free independence
simply amount to rules for obtaining the expectation of non-commutative polynomials in
independent random variables from the expectation of non-commutative polynomials in the
individual random variables themselves. Naturally, one may then ask if there exist other
such rules and hence other notions of independence in the non-commutative probabilistic
setting. Speicher showed that if we require the rules to be suitably universal in an algebraic
sense, then tensor independence and free independence remain the only candidates [Spe97]
(but do see [BGS02,Mur03] for further reading). The distinct notion of traffic independence
is consistent with this dichotomy precisely because it is defined in terms of the more general
graph polynomials, which we introduce in the next section.
2.2. Graph polynomials. To begin, we fix some notation. As before, we write x = (xi)i∈I
for a set of indeterminates. We implicitly assume a corresponding set of indeterminates
x∗ = (x∗i )i∈I such that (x,x
∗) = (xi, x∗i )i∈I forms a set of pairwise distinct indeterminates
satisfying the natural involutive ∗-relation.
Definition 2.2.1 (Graph monomial). A directed multigraph (or multidigraph for short) is a
quadruple G = (V,E, src, tar) consisting of a (non-empty) set of vertices V , a set of edges E,
and maps src, tar : E → V specifying the source src(e) and target tar(e) of each edge e ∈ E.
A graph T in x is a multidigraph with edge labels in the indeterminates x = (xi)i∈I :
formally, T = (G, γ), where γ : E → I specifies the label xγ(e) ∈ x of each edge e. We may
further define a ∗-graph in x by including the additional information of a map ε : E → {1, ∗}
to indicate the label x
ε(e)
γ(e) ∈ (x,x∗). We obtain the conjugate T of a ∗-graph T by reversing
the edges of T and replacing the labels x
ε(e)
γ(e) by (x
ε(e)
γ(e))
∗ so that T = (V,E, tar, src, γ, ε∗).
For notational convenience, we often omit the source/target and simply write T = (V,E, γ)
(resp., T = (V,E, γ, ε)) when the context is clear.
A test graph in x is a finite, connected graph in x. We define a ∗-test graph analogously.
A bi-rooted graph t in x is a graph T = (V,E, γ) in x together with an ordered pair of
distinguished (not necessarily distinct) vertices (vin, vout) ∈ V 2 whose coordinates we term
the input and the output respectively. Formally, this amounts to a triple t = (T, vin, vout).
We define a bi-rooted ∗-graph analogously. We obtain the transpose tᵀ of t by interchanging
the input and the output so that tᵀ = (T, vout, vin). We further obtain the adjoint t
∗ of t by
taking the conjugate transpose (in either order) of t, i.e., t∗ = (T , vout, vin).
Finally, a graph monomial in x is a bi-rooted test graph in x. We define a ∗-graph
monomial analogously.
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Figure 4: An example of a ∗-graph monomial t = (V, vin, vout) in the indeterminates {x, y}
and its adjoint t∗ = (V , vout, vin). We adopt the convention in [Mal], plotting the ∗-graph T
inside of a box for which we then specify two sides to orient the distinguished vertices,
right to left (hence the dashed lines). We plot the distinguished vertices in solid black (the
input with a cross) and use different colors for edges labeled by different indeterminates.
t =
in
ou
t
t∗ =
in
ou
t
x∗
x
x
x∗
x
y
y∗
y
x
y∗
x∗
x∗
x∗
x
y
y∗
Remark 2.2.2. We consider graphs as defined only up to the appropriate notion of isomor-
phism; thus, for example, we write G〈x,x∗〉 for the set of ∗-graph monomials in x up to
isomorphism of bi-rooted, edge-labeled multidigraphs.
We work exclusively in the context of a ∗-probability space in the sequel. To suit our
needs, we develop the framework for ∗-graph polynomials. One may of course consider the
simpler case of graph polynomials in parallel.
Definition 2.2.3 (∗-algebra of ∗-graph polynomials). Let CG〈x,x∗〉 denote the complex
vector space of finite linear combinations in G〈x,x∗〉, the elements of which we call the ∗-
graph polynomials. We give CG〈x,x∗〉 the additional structure of a unital ∗-algebra over C
as follows. For ∗-graph monomials t1 = (T1, v(1)in , v(1)out) and t2 = (T2, v(2)in , v(2)out), we define the
product t1t2 as the concatenation of t1 and t2 by merging the output v
(2)
out with the input
v
(1)
in . Formally, t1t2 = (T3, v
(2)
in , v
(1)
out), where T3 corresponds to the ∗-graph obtained from
the disjoint union of T1 and T2 by identifying the vertices v
(2)
out and v
(1)
in . We extend this
to a bilinear operation on the ∗-graph polynomials to obtain the multiplicative structure
on CG〈x,x∗〉. The ∗-graph monomial consisting of a single vertex (necessarily both the
input and the output) serves as the identity element for this multiplication. As suggested by
Definition 2.2.1, we define the ∗-operation as giving the adjoint on the ∗-graph monomials
so that (t1)
∗ = t∗1 = (T 1, v
(1)
out, v
(1)
in ).
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Remark 2.2.4. The right-to-left convention for ∗-graph monomials comes from the usual
convention for function composition: if we imagine the input as the domain and the output
as the codomain, then we see how the two notions align.
Figure 5: A visualization of a product t1 × t2 = t1t2 of ∗-graph monomials t1 and t2.
t1 × t2 = inou
t in
ou
t×
=
in
ou
t
=
y
y
x∗
x
x
x
x
xx
z∗
x∗
z∗
We can encode a ∗-monomial P = xε(n)i(n) · · ·xε(1)i(1) ∈ C〈x,x∗〉 as a ∗-graph monomial tP ∈
CG〈x,x∗〉 by considering each indeterminate in the product as labeling an edge directly
below it in a directed path on n + 1 vertices, right to left, starting at the input and ending
at the output. Formally, tP = (TP , v1, vn+1), where
TP = ((vj)
n+1
j=1 , (ek)
n
k=1, src, tar, γ, ε), src(ek) = vk, tar(ek) = vk+1, and γ(ek) = i(k).
The correspondence P 7→ tP defines an embedding of unital ∗-algebras
(2.3) ηx : C〈x,x∗〉 ↪→ CG〈x,x∗〉,
hence the term ∗-graph polynomial. We extend our notation tP = ηx(P ) to P ∈ C〈x,x∗〉.
Figure 6: An example of the embedding ηx : C〈x,x∗〉 3 P 7→ tP ∈ CG〈x,x∗〉.
y∗xz∗x 7→ ty∗xz∗x = in
xx z∗y∗
ou
t
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We can also define a notion of substitution for ∗-graph polynomials that generalizes the
corresponding notion for ∗-polynomials.
Definition 2.2.5 (Substitution in ∗-graph polynomials). Let t be a ∗-graph monomial in
x = (xi)i∈I . Suppose that for each i ∈ I we have a ∗-graph monomial ti in the indeterminates
yi = (yi,j)j∈Ji . Then we may substitute the (ti)i∈I for the indeterminates x in t by replacing
the edges e labeled by x
ε(e)
γ(e) with the ∗-graph monomial tε(e)γ(e): simply identify the source (resp.,
target) of e with the input (resp., output) of t
ε(e)
γ(e). We denote the resulting ∗-graph monomial
in the indeterminates y =
⋃
i∈I yi = (yi,j)i∈I,j∈Ji by Subsx,(yi)i∈I (t,×i∈I ti). We extend this
operation to the ∗-graph polynomials in the obvious way to obtain the substitution map
Subsx,(yi)i∈I : CG〈x,x∗〉 ××
i∈I
CG〈yi,y∗i 〉 → CG〈y,y∗〉.
Figure 7: An example of the substitution map applied to a ∗-graph monomial t with
substituting ∗-graph monomials ti for xi, where yi = {y1, y2} for each i ∈ [4].
t =
in
ou
t
in
x∗4
x1 x3
x2
x1
x∗1
t1 = t2 =
t3 = t4 =
Subs(xi)4i=1,(yi)4i=1(t) =
y1
ou
t
in
in in
in
y∗1 y
∗
1 y
∗
1
y∗1
y1 y1
y2 y2
y∗2
y1
y1 y1
y∗1
y2
y2
y∗2y
∗
1
ou
t
ou
t
ou
t
ou
t
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The substitution operation is of course associative, i.e., for indeterminates
x = (xi)i∈I , y =
⋃
i∈I
yi = (yi,j)i∈I,j∈J , and z =
⋃
i∈I
zi =
⋃
i∈I
⋃
j∈Ji
zi,j = (zi,j,k)i∈I,j∈Ji,k∈Ki,j ,
the following diagram commutes:
CG〈x,x∗〉 ××
i∈I
CG〈yi,y∗i 〉 × ×
i∈I,j∈Ji
CG〈zi,j, z∗i,j〉 CG〈x,x∗〉 ××
i∈I
CG〈zi, z∗i 〉
CG〈y,y∗〉 × ×
i∈I,j∈Ji
CG〈zi,j, z∗i,j〉 CG〈z, z∗〉
id××i∈I Subsyi,(zi,j)j∈Ji
Subsx,(yi)i∈I × id Subsx,(zi)i∈I
Subsy,(zi,j)i∈I,j∈Ji
If, by a slight abuse of notation, we use the same notation
Subsx,(yi)i∈I : C〈x,x∗〉 ××
i∈I
C〈yi,y∗i 〉 → C〈y,y∗〉
for the usual substitution of ∗-polynomials, then we also have the commutative diagram
C〈x,x∗〉 ××
i∈I
C〈yi,y∗i 〉 C〈y,y∗〉
CG〈x,x∗〉 ××
i∈I
CG〈yi,y∗i 〉 CG〈y,y∗〉
Subsx,(yi)i∈I
ηx××i∈I ηyi
ηy
Subsx,(yi)i∈I
which says that the substitution operation commutes with the embedding (2.3).
For natural reasons, one often prefers to consider the substitution operation as a function
of the edges of a graph as opposed to the indeterminates. We can of course accomplish this
by using the edge set as the indexing set for our indeterminates x = (xe)e∈E, but we opt for
the more intrinsic notion of a K-graph operation following [CDM].
Definition 2.2.6 (Graph operation). Let g = (V,E, src, tar, vin, vout, o) be a finite, con-
nected, bi-rooted multidigraph together with an ordering of the edges o : E
∼→ [#(E)]. We
interpret g = g(·1, . . . , ·K) as a function of K = #(E) arguments, one for each edge e ∈ E,
specified by the ordering o. We call such a graph g a K-graph operation. We denote the set
of all K-graph operations by GK and write G =
⋃
K≥0 GK for the set of all graph operations.
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We define an action of the symmetric group SK on GK by permuting the ordering of
the edges. Formally, for σ ∈ SK and g ∈ GK , we define gσ as the K-graph operation
gσ = (V,E, vin, vout, σ ◦ o). We further define an involution ∗ on G by analogy with the ∗-
graph polynomials. Formally, g∗ = (V,E, tar, src, vout, vin, o), the only difference being that
we do not have edge labels to modify.
In fact, one may carry forward the entirety of this section to the graph operations: for
example, the ∗-algebra of graph operations, substitution in graph operations g(g1, . . . , gK),
etc. We leave the relatively straightforward details to the interested reader.
While the two notions largely coincide, the flexibility to work interchangeably between
∗-graph polynomials and graph operations facilitates many of the definitions. For example,
the ∗-graph polynomials allow us to define the traffic analogue of the ∗-distribution, whereas
the graph operations allow us to formulate the axioms of a traffic space in a more natural
setting. Roughly speaking, a traffic space is a ∗-probability space (A, ϕ) with the additional
structure to evaluate graph operations in the random variables a ∈ A. We often refer to
the random variables in a traffic space as traffic random variables (or simply traffics) to
emphasize this distinction. The ∗-probability space of random n× n matrices (see Example
2.1.4) is the prototype of a traffic space; we construct this example in the next section.
2.3. Graph operations on matrices.
Definition 2.3.1 (Graph of matrices). Let An = (A
(k)
n )Kk=1 be a K-tuple of random n × n
matrices. For a K-graph operation g = (V,E, vin, vout, o), we define the graph of matrices
Zg(An) = Zg(A
(1)
n , . . . ,A
(K)
n ) as the random n× n matrix with entries
(2.4) Zg(An)(i, j) =
∑
φ:V→[n] s.t.
φ(vout)=i, φ(vin)=j
∏
e∈E
A(o(e))n (φ(tar(e)), φ(src(e))).
For simplicity, we often write φ(e) = (φ(tar(e)), φ(src(e))). We extend the operation (2.4)
to a multilinear function
Zg : Matn(MC(Ω,F ,P))⊗k → Matn(MC(Ω,F ,P)), A(1)n ⊗ · · · ⊗A(K)n 7→ Zg(An).
We visualize a graph of matrices Zg(An) in the natural way: as a bi-rooted test graph
with edge labels in Matn(MC(Ω,F ,P)). In particular, this suggests that the ordering of the
edges should only play a formal role in the definition of a graph of matrices. We capture
this intuition with the following equivariance property: writing Aσn = (A
(σ(k))
n )Kk=1 for a
permutation σ ∈ SK , we have the equality
Zgσ(A
σ−1
n ) = Zg(An), ∀σ ∈ SK .
If instead An = (A
(i)
n )i∈I is a family of random n× n matrices and t = (V,E, vin, vout, γ, ε)
is a ∗-graph monomial in x = (xi)i∈I , then we define the graph of matrices t(An) as the
random n× n matrix with entries
(2.5) t(An)(i, j) =
∑
φ:V→[n] s.t.
φ(vout)=i, φ(vin)=j
∏
e∈E
(A(γ(e))n )
ε(e)(φ(e)).
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We extend the operation (2.5) to the ∗-graph polynomials by linearity to obtain a ∗-
homomorphic evaluation map
(2.6) evalCG〈x,x∗〉,An : CG〈x,x∗〉 → Matn(MC(Ω,F ,P)), t 7→ t(An).
We leave it to the reader to formulate the equivariance property in this context.
Remark 2.3.2. We think of the maps Zg as defining an action of the graph operations G on
Matn(M(Ω,F ,P)), the data of which we record abstractly in the ∗-graph polynomials with
the maps evalCG〈x,x∗〉,An . For consistency, we find it convenient to work exclusively with the
∗-graph polynomials for the remainder of this section.
We note that the evaluation (2.6) extends the ∗-algebra structure of Matn(MC(Ω,F ,P)).
To see this, recall the embedding (2.3),
ηx : C〈x,x∗〉 ↪→ CG〈x,x∗〉, P 7→ tP .
The usual ∗-polynomial evaluation
evalC〈x,x∗〉,An : C〈x,x∗〉 → Matn(MC(Ω,F ,P)), P 7→ P (An)
then factors through the ∗-graph polynomials via ηx, i.e., the diagram
C〈x,x∗〉 Matn(MC(Ω,F ,P))
CG〈x,x∗〉
ηx
evalC〈x,x∗〉,An
evalCG〈x,x∗〉,An
commutes. Even more, the evaluation in ∗-graph polynomials also produces matrices with
additional linear algebraic structure.
Example 2.3.3. For ∗-graph monomials t1 = (T1, v(1)in , v(1)out) and t2 = (T2, v(2)in , v(2)out) in x, we
define the Hadamard-Schur product t1 ◦ t2 as the superimposition of t1 and t2 according to
their distinguished vertices. More precisely, t1 ◦ t2 = (T3, v(3)in , v(3)out), where T3 is the ∗-graph
obtained from the disjoint union of T1 and T2 by identifying the vertices v
(1)
in and v
(2)
in (which
we then call v
(3)
in ) and the vertices v
(1)
out and v
(2)
out (which we then call v
(3)
out). We extend this
to a bilinear operation on the ∗-graph polynomials to obtain a commutative, associative
product ◦ on CG〈x,x∗〉. The evaluation (2.6) then defines a morphism (of semigroups) for
this product and the usual Hadamard-Schur product of matrices:
(t1 ◦ t2)(An) = t1(An) ◦ t2(An), ∀t1, t2 ∈ CG〈x,x∗〉.
Example 2.3.4. The transpose operation on the ∗-graph monomials defines a linear involu-
tion on CG〈x,x∗〉 that we again call the transpose and denote by ·ᵀ. Using the same notation
for the matrices, we have the equality
tᵀ(An) = t(An)
ᵀ, ∀t ∈ CG〈x,x∗〉.
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Example 2.3.5. For an indeterminate x, we write row(tx) for the ∗-graph monomial with
two vertices (v1 and v2), a single edge (from v2 to v1 with label x), and input and output
both equal (to v1). Evaluating row(tx) in an n× n matrix An outputs the diagonal matrix
of row sums of An, i.e.,
(row(tx)(An))(i, j) = 1{i = j}
n∑
k=1
An(i, k).
Reversing the direction of the lone edge in row(tx), we obtain a ∗-graph monomial col(tx)
that evaluates to the diagonal matrix of column sums:
(col(tx)(An))(i, j) = 1{i = j}
n∑
k=1
An(k, j).
Figure 8: Examples of ∗-graph monomials with linear algebraic structure.
inx
ou
t
tx ◦ ty∗ tᵀx
in
ou
t
row(tx)
in
ou
t x
x
y∗
For a permutation σ ∈ Sn, we write
Pσ(i, j) = 1{σ(i) = j}
for the corresponding n× n permutation matrix. The following result states that the graph
operations commute with conjugation by the permutation matrices; the proof follows directly
from the definitions.
Proposition 2.3.6. Let An = (A
(i)
n )i∈I be a family of random n × n matrices. For any
∗-graph polynomial t ∈ CG〈x,x∗〉 and permutation σ ∈ Sn, we have the equality
t(PσAnP
∗
σ) = Pσt(An)P
∗
σ,
where PσAnP
∗
σ = (PσA
(i)
n P∗σ)i∈I .
Note that the trace of a graph of matrices t(An) depends on t = (T, vin, vout) only up to
the ∗-graph ∆(t) = (V˜ , E, γ, ε) obtained from T = (V,E, γ, ε) by identifying the input vin
and the output vout and forgetting their distinguished roles. Indeed,
(2.7)
tr(t(An)) =
n∑
i=1
t(An)(i, i) =
n∑
i=1
∑
φ:V→[n] s.t.
φ(vout)=φ(vin)=i
∏
e∈E
(A(γ(e))n )
ε(e)(φ(e))
=
∑
φ:V˜→[n]
∏
e∈E
(A(γ(e))n )
ε(e)(φ(e)).
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We define the traffic distribution of the matrices accordingly.
Recall that a ∗-test graph in x is a finite, connected ∗-graph in x. We write T 〈x,x∗〉 for
the set of ∗-test graphs in x. We further write CT 〈x,x∗〉 for the complex vector space of
finite linear combinations in T 〈x,x∗〉. The gluing operation ∆ consisting of identifying the
input and the output then extends to a linear map ∆ : CG〈x,x∗〉 → CT 〈x,x∗〉.
For a ∗-test graph T = (V,E, γ, ε) ∈ T 〈x,x∗〉, we define the random variable
(2.8) tr
[
T (An)
]
=
∑
φ:V→[n]
∏
e∈E
(A(γ(e))n )
ε(e)(φ(e)).
We emphasize that we do not define T (An) itself: the identity (2.7) explains the notation.
Figure 9: Examples of ∗-test graphs.
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y∗
y∗ y
∗
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Definition 2.3.7 (Traffic distribution of matrices). Let An be a family of random n × n
matrices in (Matn(L
∞−(Ω,F ,P)),E 1
n
tr). We define the traffic distribution of An as the linear
functional τAn : CT 〈x,x∗〉 → C determined by
T 7→ E
[
1
n
tr
[
T (An)
]]
, ∀T ∈ T 〈x,x∗〉.
We say that a sequence of families (An) converges in traffic distribution if the corresponding
sequence of traffic distributions (τAn) converges pointwise, i.e.,
lim
n→∞
τAn(T ) ∈ C, ∀T ∈ CT 〈x,x∗〉.
Note that the usual ∗-distribution of An factors through the traffic distribution via the
embedding ηx and the gluing operation ∆. We can formalize this with the commutative
diagram
(2.9)
C〈x,x∗〉 C
CG〈x,x∗〉 CT 〈x,x∗〉
νAn
ηx
∆
τAn
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Figure 10: An example of the trace of a graph of matrices. Here, we consider the trace of a
Hadamard product ◦kj=1 A(i(j))n = (◦kj=1 txi(j))(An) in the form (2.8), as recorded by the
traffic distribution via (2.9).
intr( (An)) = tr
[
(An)
]
ou
t
· · ·
xi(1)
xi(2) xi(k)
xi(1)
xi(2)
...
xi(k)
xi(k−1)
Finally, Proposition 2.3.6 further implies that the traffic distribution is invariant under
conjugation by the permutation matrices, i.e.,
An
τ
= PσAnP
∗
σ, ∀σ ∈ Sn.
Remark 2.3.8. The construction in this section originates in the work [MS12] of Mingo and
Speicher, who were interested in bounding partition restricted sums of products of matrix
entries. An earlier notion also appears as an example in the work [Jon, Example 2.6] of
Jones on planar algebras. We abstract the features in the matricial setting to give the
formal definition of a traffic space in the next section.
2.4. Traffic spaces. We use the language of commutative diagrams to define a traffic space:
the content of a diagram is its commutativity. We encourage the reader to follow through
the axioms of a traffic space with the matrices in mind.
Definition 2.4.1 (Traffic space). A traffic space is a tracial ∗-probability space (A, ϕ)
together with a compatible action of the operad of graph operations G = ⋃K≥0 GK (see,
e.g., [May97]). By this, we mean that for any g ∈ GK ⊂ G, there exists a multilinear map
Zg : A⊗K → A, a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aK 7→ Zg(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aK),
satisfying certain consistency properties. We note that the action of G defines a linear
evaluation map evalCG〈x,x∗〉,A : CG〈x,x∗〉 → A for any set of indeterminates x. We make use
of both the maps Zg and evalCG〈x,x∗〉,A in formalizing the following properties:
(i) (Associativity) For any graph operations g1, . . . , gK (gi ∈ GLi), the action of the
substituted graph operation g(g1, . . . , gK) factors through the action of the gi, i.e.,
A⊗∑Ki=1 Li A
A⊗K
⊗Ki=1Zgi
Zg(g1,...,gK )
Zg
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(ii) (Compatibility) The usual evaluation map evalC〈x,x∗〉,A : C〈x,x∗〉 × AI → A factors
through the ∗-graph polynomials via the embedding ηx : C〈x,x∗〉 → CG〈x,x∗〉, i.e.,
C〈x,x∗〉 × AI A
CG〈x,x∗〉 × AI
ηx×id
evalC〈x,x∗〉,A
evalCG〈x,x∗〉,A
(iii) (Equivariance) For any σ ∈ SK ,
A⊗K A
A⊗K
σ−1
Zg
Zgσ
(iv) (Involutivity) The actions of the graph operations g and g∗ are adjoint to each other
with respect to the ∗-operation on A, i.e.,
A⊗K A⊗K
A A
∗⊗K
Zg Zg∗
∗
In particular, in view of properties (i) and (ii), evalCG〈x,x∗〉,A : CG〈x,x∗〉 → A defines
a morphism of ∗-algebras.
(v) (Unity) Evaluating an edge e in a graph operation g on the identity 1A corresponds
to the graph operation g˜ obtained from g by identifying the vertices src(e) and tar(e)
and deleting the edge e from g, i.e.,
Zg(·1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ·K−1 ⊗ 1A) = Zg˜(·1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ·K−1).
Note that this property follows from (i) and (ii). We emphasize it here for the
convenience of the reader.
We further require that the trace ϕ factor through the ∗-test graphs via the gluing map
∆ : CG〈x,x∗〉 → CT 〈x,x∗〉 as in the matricial setting: for any set of indeterminates x, there
exists a map
τx,A : CT 〈x,x∗〉 × AI → C, (T, a) 7→ τ
[
T (a)
]
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such that
CG〈x,x∗〉 × AI A
CT 〈x,x∗〉 × AI C
evalCG〈x,x∗〉,A
∆×id ϕ
τx,A
The maps τx,A implicitly define a function τ : (T, a) 7→ τ
[
T (a)
]
we call the traffic state. One
visualizes a pair (T, a) as a test graph with edge labels in A. Writing CT 〈A〉 for the vector
space of finite linear combinations of test graphs in A, we can formally define the traffic
state as a linear functional τ : CT 〈A〉 → C.
We specify a traffic space by a triple (A, ϕ, τ), though we often omit the trace ϕ. We
require that the traffic state satisfy a technical positivity condition analogous to the positivity
condition in a ∗-probability space. We state this condition separately in Definition 2.4.3.
To define the positivity of the traffic state, we need the notion of a test graph with an
arbitrary number of distinguished vertices. As suggested by the above, we extend the notion
of a test graph to a general labeling set S with an involution ∗ : S → S.
Definition 2.4.2 (n-graph polynomial). An n-graph monomial t = (T,v) in S consists of
a test graph T = (V,E, γ) in S (i.e., γ : E → S) and an n-tuple v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ V n
of distinguished (not necessarily distinct) vertices. We write G(n)〈S〉 for the set of n-graph
monomials in S. We further write CG(n)〈S〉 for the complex vector space of finite linear
combinations in G(n)〈S〉, the elements of which we call the n-graph polynomials. We define
the adjoint t∗ = (T ,v) of t as the n-graph monomial obtained from t by conjugating the
underlying test graph T (as in Definition 2.2.1). In particular, in contrast to the ∗-graph
monomials, we do not permute the distinguished vertices when taking the adjoint of an
n-graph monomial. We extend the adjoint operation to a conjugate linear involution on
CG(n)〈S〉.
Figure 11: Examples of n-graph monomials. In the last example, we have n = 0.
1 2
3 4
x∗
z
x∗
z
y∗
y1
2
3
x
y∗
x
x
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For n ≥ 1 and n-graph monomials t1 = (T1,v) and t2 = (T2,v2) in S, we define
∆n(t1, t2) ∈ T 〈S〉 = G(0)〈S〉
as the test graph obtained from disjoint copies of T1 and T2 by identifying the distinguished
vertices v1 = (v
(1)
1 , . . . , v
(1)
n ) and v2 = (v
(2)
1 , . . . , v
(2)
n ) coordinatewise. We extend this opera-
tion to a bilinear map
∆n : CG(n)〈S〉⊗2 → CT 〈S〉,
which allows us to formalize
Definition 2.4.3 (Positivity). We say that a function τ : CT 〈S〉 → C is positive if
τ
[
∆n(t
∗, t)
] ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ CG(n)〈S〉.
Figure 12: The positivity condition for the 3-graph monomial t from Figure 11.
1
2
3
x∗
x∗
x∗
y
τ
[ ] ≥ 0
1
2
3
x
y∗
x
x
]
= τ
[
y∗
x
xx∗
x∗
yx∗ x
For S = (A, ϕ, τ) a traffic space and n = 2, the positivity condition is equivalent to the
positivity of the trace ϕ. We call an element a ∈ A a traffic random variable (or simply a
traffic). We define the traffic distribution of a family of traffics as the pushforward of the
traffic state by said family (cf. Definitions 2.1.5 and 2.1.6).
Definition 2.4.4 (Traffic distribution). The traffic distribution of a family a = (ai)i∈I in
(A, τ) is the linear functional
τa : CT 〈x,x∗〉 → C, T 7→ τ
[
T (a)
]
.
Suppose that for each n ∈ N we have a family of traffics an = (a(i)n )i∈I in a traffic space
(An, τn). We say that the an converge in traffic distribution to a if the corresponding traffic
distributions τan converge pointwise to τa, i.e.,
lim
n→∞
τan(T ) = τa(T ), ∀T ∈ CT 〈x,x∗〉.
Lemma 2.9 in [Mal, v5] establishes the positivity of the traffic state for the random matrices
(Matn(L
∞−(Ω,F ,P)),E 1
n
tr) of Section 2.3. The positivity condition is of course closed under
convergence in traffic distribution; thus, for any traffic convergent sequence of random ma-
trices An ⊂ Matn(L∞−(Ω,F ,P)), the tracial ∗-probability space (CG〈x,x∗〉, limn→∞ E 1ntr)
equipped with the traffic state τ = limn→∞ τAn is again a traffic space. We study the asymp-
totics of large random matrices within this framework.
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2.5. Traffic independence. We formulate traffic independence in terms of a combinatorial
transform of the traffic state. The construction resembles that of the cumulants (see, e.g.,
Lecture 11 in [NS06]).
Definition 2.5.1 (Injective version of the traffic state). Let T = (V,E, γ) ∈ T 〈A〉 be a test
graph in a traffic space (A, τ). We write P(V ) for the usual poset of partitions of V with its
Mo¨bius function µ. For a partition pi ∈ P(V ), we construct a new test graph T pi from T by
identifying the vertices V according to the block structure of pi so that T pi = (V/∼pi, E, γ).
We define the injective version of the traffic state (or injective traffic state for short) as
the (dual) Mo¨bius transform of τ , i.e.,
(2.10) τ 0 : CT 〈A〉 → C, T 7→
∑
pi∈P(V )
τ
[
T pi
]
µ(0V , pi).
We recover the traffic state τ via the Mo¨bius inversion formula (see, e.g., Proposition 3.7.2
in [Sta12]):
(2.11) τ
[
T
]
=
∑
pi∈P(V )
τ 0
[
T pi
]
.
The relations (2.10) and (2.11) allow us to work interchangeably between the traffic state
and the injective traffic state as convenient.
Figure 13: An example of the relationship between the trace ϕ, the traffic state τ , and the
injective traffic state τ 0. Here, the mixed moment ϕ(a1a2) splits into a sum of injective
moments.
ϕ(a1a2) = τ
[ ]
= τ 0
[ ]
+ τ 0
[ ]
a1
a2a2
a1
a2
a1
The injective traffic state admits an explicit form without reference to the Mo¨bius function
in the matricial setting. Indeed, the (regular) traffic state τn of (Matn(L
∞−(Ω,F ,P)),E 1
n
tr)
follows from equations (2.7) and (2.8):
τn : CT 〈Matn(L∞−(Ω,F ,P))〉 → C, τn
[
T
]
= E
[
1
n
tr
[
T
]]
= E
[
1
n
∑
φ:V→[n]
∏
e∈E
γ(e)(φ(e))
]
.
If we define the random variable
tr0
[
T
]
=
∑
φ:V→[n] s.t.
φ is injective
∏
e∈E
γ(e)(φ(e)) =
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
∏
e∈E
γ(e)(φ(e)),
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then we have the equality
tr
[
T
]
=
∑
pi∈P(V )
tr0
[
T pi
]
.
The injective version of τn then follows from the relation (2.11):
(2.12) τ 0n
[
T
]
= E
[
1
n
tr0
[
T
]]
= E
[
1
n
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
∏
e∈E
γ(e)(φ(e))
]
,
hence the term injective traffic state.
In particular, traffic independence specifies the behavior of the injective traffic state on
test graphs of a particular form (cf. Definitions 2.1.7 and 2.1.8).
Definition 2.5.2 (Free product of test graphs). Let S = ⋃i∈I Si be a union of pairwise
disjoint labeling sets Si. For a test graph T ∈ T 〈S〉, we define χ(T ) as the simple bipar-
tite graph obtained from T as follows. For each i ∈ I, let (Ti,`)k(i)`=1 denote the connected
components of the subgraph of T spanned by the labels Si so that
Ti,` ∈ T 〈Si〉, ∀` ∈ [k(i)].
Note that
∑
i∈I k(i) < ∞ since T is a finite graph. We write (vm)nm=1 for the vertices of T
that belong to more than one of the components (Ti,`)i∈I,`∈[k(i)]. Together, the components
(Ti,`)i∈I,`∈[k(i)] and the vertices (vm)nm=1 form the vertices of χ(T ) with edges determined by
inclusion, i.e.,
vm ∼χ(T ) Ti,` ⇐⇒ vm ∈ Ti,`.
We say that T is a free product in (Si)i∈I if χ(T ) is a tree.
Figure 14: An example of the construction of the simple graph χ(T ) from a test graph T .
Here, we color the vertices of χ(T ) to clarify the construction. Note that T is not a free
product in this example.
χ7→ =z z∗
x y
x y
x∗ y∗
Definition 2.5.3 (Traffic independence). Let (A, τ) be a traffic space. We say that subsets
(ai : i ∈ I) of A (with union a =
⋃
i∈I ai) are traffic independent if for any T ∈ T 〈x,x∗〉,
(2.13) τ 0
[
T (a)
]
=
{∏
i∈I
∏k(i)
`=1 τ
0
[
Ti,`(ai)
]
if T is a free product in ((xi,x
∗
i ) : i ∈ I),
0 otherwise.
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Suppose instead that for each n ∈ N we have subsets (a(i)n : i ∈ I) of a traffic space (An, τn)
with union an =
⋃
i∈I a
(i)
n = (a
(i,j)
n )i∈I,j∈Ji . We say that the (a
(i)
n : i ∈ I) are asymptotically
traffic independent if the joint traffic distributions τan : CT 〈x,x∗〉 → C converge pointwise
to a limit τ such that for any T ∈ T 〈x,x∗〉,
(2.14) τ 0
[
T
]
=
{∏
i∈I
∏k(i)
`=1 τ
0
[
Ti,`
]
if T is a free product in ((xi,x
∗
i ) : i ∈ I),
0 otherwise.
Remark 2.5.4. The relations (2.10) and (2.11) characterize the joint traffic distribution of
traffic independent random variables in terms of their corresponding marginal traffic distri-
butions. In the asymptotic case, we can realize the limit τ defined by (2.14) as the traffic
state of the traffic space (CG〈x,x∗〉, limn→∞ τn), in which case we have that the an converge
in traffic distribution to
tx =
⋃
i∈I
txi = (txi,j)i∈I,j∈Ji ⊂ (CG〈x,x∗〉, lim
n→∞
τn)
with (txi : i ∈ I) traffic independent (recall the notation txi,j from (2.3)).
We note that the traffic distribution of a subset ai specifies the traffic distribution of the
generated traffic space Ai (i.e., Ai is the smallest unital ∗-subalgebra containing ai that is
closed under the action of the graph operations). Naturally, the traffic independence of any
family of subsets (ai : i ∈ I) then extends to the generated traffic spaces (Ai : i ∈ I) [Mal,
Proposition 3.4]. In the context of the previous paragraph, this implies that we actually have
the traffic independence of the traffic spaces (CG〈xi,x∗i 〉 : i ∈ I) in (CG〈x,x∗〉, limn→∞ τn).
For a family of traffic spaces (Aj, τj)j∈J , we can find a traffic independent realization of the
(Aj, τj)j∈J inside of a larger traffic space (A, τ). Intuitively, we imagine A as a suitable set
of graphs in
⋃
j∈J Aj, while equation (2.13) completely determines our choice of τ = ∗j∈J τj.
The formal construction involves a number of technical details: most notably, in establishing
the positivity of τ . We refer the reader to [CDM] for the existence of such a (traffic) free
product; however, one need not appeal to the free product construction in order to find
instances of traffic independence. More concretely, Theorem 2.8 in [Mal], recorded below,
shows that traffic independence describes the asymptotic behavior of permutation invariant
random matrices.
Theorem 2.5.5 (Criteria for asymptotic traffic independence). Let I be an index set, and
suppose that for each n ∈ N and i ∈ I we have a family A(i)n = (A(i,j)n )j∈Ji of random n× n
matrices satisfying the following properties:
(i) (Independence) The families (A
(i)
n : i ∈ I) are independent.
(ii) (Permutation invariance) The distribution of all but at most one of the families A
(i)
n
is invariant under conjugation by the permutation matrices, i.e.,
PσA
(i)
n P
∗
σ
d
= A(i)n , ∀σ ∈ Sn.
(iii) (Convergence in traffic distribution) For each i ∈ I, the sequence (A(i)n ) converges in
traffic distribution.
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(iv) (Factorization) For each i ∈ I and any finite collection of ∗-test graphs T1, . . . , T` ∈
T 〈xi,x∗i 〉,
(2.15) lim
n→∞
E
[ ∏`
m=1
1
n
tr
[
Tm(A
(i)
n )
]]
=
∏`
m=1
(
lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
tr
[
Tm(A
(i)
n )
]])
,
where the limits on the right exist by (iii).
Then the families (A
(i)
n : i ∈ I) are asymptotically traffic independent and satisfy the joint
factorization property
lim
n→∞
E
[ ∏`
m=1
1
n
tr
[
Tm(An)
]]
=
∏`
m=1
(
lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
tr
[
Tm(An)
]])
for any finite collection of ∗-test graphs T1, . . . , T` ∈ T 〈x,x∗〉, where An =
⋃
i∈I A
(i)
n .
The assumptions of Theorem 2.5.5 turn out to be surprisingly mild in practice and hold
for many classical random matrix ensembles: for example, the Wigner matrices, Haar dis-
tributed unitary matrices, and uniformly distributed permutation matrices [Mal]. Of course,
these ensembles are already well-studied within the context of free probability, but Theorem
2.5.5 also applies to random matrix ensembles traditionally outside of the domain of free
probability: for example, the heavy Wigner matrices [Mal17]. In Section 4, we further show
how the random band matrices fit neatly into the traffic probability framework.
We conclude with a central limit theorem for traffic independence. The version stated
below is contained in the more general Theorem 8.18 of [Mal] and interpolates between the
classical CLT and the free CLT (cf. Theorem 2.1.9).
Theorem 2.5.6 (Traffic CLT). Let (an) be a sequence of identically distributed self-adjoint
traffics in a traffic space (A, ϕ, τ). Assume that the an are centered with unit variance, i.e.
ϕ(an) = 0 and ϕ(a
2
n) = 1, and write sn =
1√
n
∑n
j=1 aj for the normalized sum. We split the
variance of an as
1 = ϕ(a2n) = τ
[
T1
]
= τ 0
[
T1
]
+ τ 0
[
T2
]
= α + (1− α),
where
an
an
an
an
T1 = T2 =and .
If the an are traffic independent, then (sn) converges in distribution to the free convolution
µα = SC(0, α)N (0, 1− α), i.e.,
lim
n→∞
ϕ(smn ) =
∫
R
tm µα(dt), ∀m ∈ N.
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We note that (2.10) and the positivity of the traffic state imply that both
α = τ 0
[
T1
]
= τ
[
T1
]− τ[T2]
= ϕ
(
(an −∆(an))2
)
= ϕ
(
(an −∆(an))∗(an −∆(an))
) ≥ 0
and
1− α = τ 0[T2] = τ[T2] ≥ 0.
Remark 2.5.7. Section 7 in [Mal] shows how one can realize the traffic CLT for the values
α ∈ {0, 1}, recovering the usual CLTs. We show how one can realize the traffic CLT for the
remaining values α ∈ (0, 1) in the next section.
3. Wigner matrices
We now proceed to the details of our motivating discussion on the Wigner matrices. We
restrict ourselves to finite-moment Wigner matrices Xn = (X(i)n )i∈I with a strong uniform
control on the moments in a slight generalization of Definition 1.1, namely,
(3.1) sup
n∈N
sup
i∈I0
sup
1≤j≤k≤n
E|X(i)n (j, k)|` ≤ m(I0)` <∞, ∀I0 ⊂ I : #(I0) <∞,
where the entries (X
(i)
n (j, k) : 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n, i ∈ I) are independent with parameter
EX(i)n (j, k)2 = βi, ∀j < k.
In particular, compared to our original definition, we now allow the random variables within
our matrices to vary with the dimension n; moreover, we no longer assume that they are
identically distributed. For technical reasons, we assume that the real and imaginary parts
of an off-diagonal entry X
(i)
n (j, k) are uncorrelated so that
(3.2) EX(i)n (j, k)2 = βi = βi = EX(i)n (k, j)2.
For example, this includes the class of all real Wigner matrices (βi = 1), but also circularly-
symmetric ensembles such as the GUE (βi = 0). We comment on the general case of βi ∈ C
when possible, though the situation becomes much different and often intractable (especially
for RBMs). Thus, unless stated otherwise, we assume that βi = βi ∈ R.
3.1. Traffic distribution. For such a family Xn, Male proved the traffic convergence of the
corresponding family of normalized Wigner matrices
Wn = (W(i)n )i∈I = (Nn ◦X(i)n )i∈I
to the so-called colored double trees [Mal, Proposition 4.4]. We review the proof shortly in
Proposition 3.1.2 for the convenience of the reader, presenting a slightly modified argument
that carries forward to the rest of the article. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to test
graphs. The general case of a ∗-test graph follows from the self-adjointness of our ensembles.
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Definition 3.1.1 (Colored double tree). Let T = (V,E, γ) be a test graph in x = (xi)i∈I .
We say that T is a fat tree if when disregarding the orientation and multiplicity of the edges,
T becomes a tree. We further specify that T is a double tree if there are exactly two edges
between adjacent vertices. We call the pair of edges connecting adjacent vertices in a double
tree twin edges : congruent if they have the same orientation, opposing otherwise. Finally,
we say that T is a colored double tree if T is a double tree such that each pair of twin edges
{e, e′} shares a common label γ(e) = γ(e′) ∈ I. We record the number ci(T ) of pairs of
congruent twin edges with the common label i in a colored double tree T .
Figure 15: Examples of a fat tree, a double tree, and a colored double tree respectively.
x
z r
x x
y r
z
y r
x x
y r
x x
y r
We introduce some notation to emphasize the relevant features of our test graphs. This
notation will greatly simplify our analysis and features prominently in the remainder of
the article. We start with a finite (not necessarily connected) multidigraph G = (V,E). We
partition the set of edges E = L∪N to distinguish between the loops L and the non-loop edges
N = Lc. As suggested by Definition 3.1.1, we define G˜ = (V, E˜) as the undirected graph
obtained from G by disregarding the orientation and multiplicity of the edges. Formally,
E˜ = E/∼ consists of equivalence classes in E, where
e ∼ e′ ⇐⇒ {src(e), tar(e)} = {src(e′), tar(e′)}.
In this case, our partition E = L ∪ N projects down to a partition E˜ = L˜ ∪ N˜ between
equivalence classes of loops and equivalence classes of non-loops respectively. We may then
write the underlying simple graph G of G = (V,E) as G = (V, N˜).
Figure 16: Examples of the projections G˜ and G starting from a multidigraph G.
G G˜ G
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Now suppose that our graph G comes with edge labels γ : E → I. We count the (undi-
rected) multiplicity of a label i in a class of edges [e] = {e′ ∈ E : e ∼ e′} ∈ E˜ with
mi,[e] = #(γ
−1({i}) ∩ [e]) ≥ 0.
Summing this over the labels in I, we of course obtain the multiplicity of the class [e],
m[e] =
∑
i∈I
mi,[e] = #([e]).
If T = (G, γ) is a colored double tree, then
(3.3) mi,[e] ∈ {0, 2} and m[e] = 2, ∀(i, [e]) ∈ I × E˜.
In this case, we write
(3.4) γ([e]) = γ(e)
for the common label γ(e) = γ(e′) of twin edges [e] = {e, e′}. Conversely, if (3.3) and (3.4)
hold for a test graph T whose projection T˜ is a tree, then T is a colored double tree.
Proposition 3.1.2 (Semicircular traffics). For any test graph T in x = (xi)i∈I ,
(3.5) lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (Wn)
]
=
{∏
i∈I β
ci(T )
i if T is a colored double tree,
0 otherwise.
Proof. Suppose that T = (V,E, γ). By definition, we have that
τ 0
[
T (Wn)
]
= E
[
1
n
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
∏
e∈E
W(γ(e))n (φ(e))
]
=
1
n1+
#(E)
2
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
E
[∏
e∈E
X(γ(e))n (φ(e))
]
.(3.6)
We analyze the asymptotics of (3.6) by working piecemeal in order to count the number of
contributing maps φ (i.e., maps such that the summand is nonzero). First, we note that the
independence of the random variables X
(i)
n (j, k) and the injectivity of the maps φ allow us
to factor the product over the expectation, provided that we take into account multi-edges.
The relevant information is precisely contained in the projected graph T˜ = (V, E˜), which
allows us to recast (3.6) as
(3.7)
1
n1+
#(E)
2
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
( ∏
[`]∈L˜
E
[ ∏
`′∈[`]
X(γ(`
′))
n (φ(`
′))
])( ∏
[e]∈N˜
E
[ ∏
e′∈[e]
X(γ(e
′))
n (φ(e
′))
])
.
For non-loop edges e′ ∈ N , the independence of the centered random variables X(i)n (φ(e′))
implies that the second expectation in (3.7) vanishes if there exists a lone edge e0 ∈ [e] with
the label γ(e0) = i0. Thus, in order for a summand to be non-zero, each label i present in a
class [e] must occur with multiplicity
(3.8) mi,[e] ≥ 2.
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This in turn implies that
(3.9) #(N) ≥ 2#(N˜).
The underlying simple graph T = (V, N˜) is of course still connected, whence the inequality
(3.10) #(N˜) ≥ #(V )− 1.
Finally, we make use of our strong moment assumption (3.1) to bound the summands in
(3.7) uniformly in φ and n. In particular, our bound only depends on T , i.e.,
(3.11)
( ∏
[`]∈L˜
E
[ ∏
`′∈[`]
X(γ(`
′))
n (φ(`
′))
])( ∏
[e]∈N˜
E
[ ∏
e′∈[e]
X(γ(e
′))
n (φ(e
′))
])
≤ CT <∞.
Putting everything together, we arrive at the asymptotic
(3.12) τ 0
[
T (Wn)
]
= OT (n
−1−#(E)
2 n#(V )) = OT (n
−(#(N)
2
−(#(V )−1))n−
#(L)
2 ).
The inequalities (3.8)-(3.10) then imply that τ 0
[
T (Wn)
]
vanishes in the limit unless T is a
colored double tree. For such a test graph T , (3.7) becomes
(3.13)
n#(V )
n#(V )
∏
[e]∈E˜
(
1{[e] are opposing}+ βγ([e])1{[e] are congruent}
)
,
where n#(V ) denotes the falling factorial n(n− 1) · · · (n− (#(V )− 1)). The limit (3.5) now
follows. 
Equation (3.13) explains the apparent asymmetry in the LTD of the Wigner matrices. In
particular, if we record the number oi(T ) of pairs of opposing twin edges with the common
label i in a colored double tree T , then we can rewrite the nontrivial part of (3.5) as∏
i∈I
β
ci(T )
i =
∏
i∈I
1oi(T )β
ci(T )
i .
Working directly with this LTD, one can prove the asymptotic traffic independence of the
Wigner matricesWn. To the same end, we can instead appeal to Theorem 2.5.5 by choosing
a permutation invariant realization of our ensemble and concluding the general result by
universality. We employ this technique of instantiation in the next section to realize the
traffic CLT.
The careful reader will notice that we have made use of (3.2) in formulating (3.13): by
assuming that βi = βi, we were able to disregard the ordering on the vertices induced by the
maps φ and conclude that congruent twin edges [e] always give a contribution of βγ([e]). In
general, for a colored double tree T , a summand Sφ(T ) of (3.7) will depend on φ, namely,
Sφ(T ) =
∏
[e]∈E˜
(
1{[e] are opposing}+ βγ([e])1{[e] are congruent and φ(tar([e])) < φ(src([e]))}
+ βγ([e])1{[e] are congruent and φ(tar([e])) > φ(src([e]))}
)
.
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To compute the limit, we must then keep track of the ordering ψφ on the vertices, where
ψφ : [#(V )]
∼→ V, φ(ψφ(1)) > · · · > φ(ψφ(#(V ))).
Note that if φ1 : V ↪→ [n1] and φ2 : V ↪→ [n2] induce the same ordering ψφ1 = ψφ2 , then the
corresponding summands are equal, i.e.,
Sφ1(T ) = E
[∏
e∈E
X(γ(e))n1 (φ1(e))
]
= E
[∏
e∈E
X(γ(e))n2 (φ2(e))
]
= Sφ2(T ).
Thus, for an ordering ψ : [#(V )]
∼→ V , we write Sψ(T ) for the common value of
{Sφ(T ) : ψφ = ψ}.
In this case, (3.7) becomes
(3.14)
∑
ψ:[#(V )]
∼→V
∑
φ:V ↪→[n] 1{ψφ = ψ}
n#(V )
Sψ(T ).
One can intuitively verify that
lim
n→∞
∑
φ:V ↪→[n] 1{ψφ = ψ}
n#(V )
=
1
#(V )!
, ∀ψ : [#(V )] ∼→ V ;
however, in anticipation of Section 4, we give a natural integral representation of this limit
instead. To this end, we introduce a set of indeterminates xV = (xv)v∈V indexed by the
vertices of our graph. A straightforward weak convergence argument then shows that
(3.15) lim
n→∞
∑
φ:V ↪→[n] 1{ψφ = ψ}
n#(V )
=
∫
[0,1]V
1{xψ(1) ≥ · · · ≥ xψ(#(V ))} dxV = 1
#(V )!
.
Indeed, for each n ∈ N, we can scale a labeling φ : V ↪→ [n] by n to associate the image
φ(V ) = (φ(v))v∈V with a point pφ of the latticed hypercube [0, 1]V , namely,
pφ =
(
φ(v)
n
)
v∈V
.
We imagine integrating the indicator 1{xψ(1) ≥ · · · ≥ xψ(#(V ))} against the atomic measure
µn =
1
n#(V )
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
δpφ
to obtain the left-hand side of (3.15) (up to an asymptotically negligible corrective factor).
The limit n→∞ then converts this discretization into the uniform measure on [0, 1]V .
Finally, we arrive at the analogue of (3.5) for general βi ∈ C,
(3.16) lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (Wn)
]
=

∑
ψ:[#(V )]
∼→V
1
#(V )!
Sψ(T ) if T is a colored double tree,
0 otherwise.
In contrast to Proposition 3.1.2, the LTD (3.16) does not necessarily describe asymptotically
traffic independent matrices Wn. In fact, if we divide our index set I into two camps
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I = IR ∪ IC = {i ∈ I : βi ∈ R} ∪ {i ∈ I : βi ∈ C \R}, then the two families WRn = (W(i)n )i∈IR
and WCn = (W(i)n )i∈IC are asymptotically traffic independent, but the matrices WCn are not.
For the first statement, we need only to note that the representative value Sψ(T ) does not
depend on the ordering of the vertices that are only adjacent to edges with labels i ∈ IR,
for which βi = βi. We can formalize this by considering the subgraphs TR = (VR, ER) and
TC = (VC, EC) of T with edge labels in IR and IC respectively. We write TC = C
C
1 ∪ · · · ∪CCk1
for the connected components of TC, each of which is a colored double tree C` = (V
C
` , E
C
` ),
and similarly for TR = C
R
1 ∪ · · · ∪ CRk2 . We call such a graph a forest of colored double trees.
It follows that a summand Sφ(T ) only depends on the orderings
ψ
(`)
φ : [#(V
C
` )]
∼→ V C` , ` ∈ [k1]
on each component CC` . In particular,
Sφ(T ) =
( k1∏
`=1
S
ψ
(`)
φ
(CC` )
)( k2∏
`=1
∏
i∈IR
β
ci(C
R
` )
i
)
.
In this case, for a concatenation of orderings
ψ = ×k1`=1ψ` :
k1×`
=1
[#(V C` )]
∼→
k1×`
=1
V C`
with the restrictions
ψ` : [#(V
C
` )]
∼→ V C` ,
we write Sψ for the common value of
{Sφ(T ) : ψ(`)φ = ψ` for all ` ∈ [k1]}.
We may then write
τ 0
[
T (Wn)
]
=
∑
ψ:×k1`=1[#(V C` )]∼→×k1`=1 V C`
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
∏k1
`=1 1{ψ(`)φ = ψ`}
n#(V )
Sψ(T ),
where
lim
n→∞
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
∏k1
`=1 1{ψ(`)φ = ψ`}
n#(V )
=
∫
[0,1]V
k1∏
`=1
1{xψ`(1) ≥ · · · ≥ xψ`(#(V C` ))} dxV
=
(∫
[0,1]V \VC
dxV \VC
)( k1∏
`=1
∫
[0,1]
V C
`
1{xψ`(1) ≥ · · · ≥ xψ`(#(V C` ))} dxV C`
)
(3.17)
=
1∏k1
`=1 #(V
C
` )!
.
We conclude that
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (Wn)
]
=
∑
ψ:×k1`=1[#(V C` )]∼→×k1`=1 V C`
1∏k1
`=1 #(V
C
` )!
( k1∏
`=1
Sψ`(C
C
` )
)( k2∏
`=1
∏
i∈IR
β
ci(C
R
` )
i
)
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=
( k1∏
`=1
∑
ψ`:[#(V
C
` )]→V C`
1
#(V C` )!
Sψ`(C
C
` )
)( k2∏
`=1
∏
i∈IR
β
ci(C
R
` )
i
)
=
( k1∏
`=1
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
CC` (WCn )
])( k2∏
`=1
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
CR` (WRn )
])
,
as was to be shown.
Intuitively, we imagine each pair of twin edges [e] imposing a constraint coming from
the ordering of its adjacent vertices {src([e]), tar([e])}. We gather these constraints in the
ordering ψφ to carry out the calculation of Sφ = Sψ(φ); however, if γ([e]) ∈ IR, the constraint
becomes vacuous and we can disregard it, which corresponds to discarding the edge [e] (but
keeping the adjacent vertices). In this way, we arrive at the integral (3.17) (and, after
discarding the isolated vertices, the forest of colored double trees TC). We return to this
notion of a “free” edge [e] in a slightly different context in Section 4.
Figure 17: An example of the forest subgraph construction starting from a colored double
tree T . We label twin edges [e] with a single common indeterminate γ([e]) to simplify the
presentation.
T TR TC
xR1
xR1
xR1
xC2
xC2
xC3x
C
2
xR1
xR1
xR1
xC2
xC2
xC3x
C
2
For the second statement (about the lack of asymptotic traffic independence for WCn ), we
give a simple counterexample, namely, for βC2 , β
C
3 ∈ C \ R,
])(
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
]
= 1
3
(βC2 β
C
3 + β
C
2 β
C
3 ) +
1
6
(βC2 β
C
3 + β
C
2 β
C
3 )lim
n→∞
τ 0
[ WiC2n WiC3n
6=
(
1
2
(βC2 + β
C
2 )
)(
1
2
(βC3 + β
C
3 )
)
])
.W
iC3
nW
iC2
n=
(
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
Yet, we know that free independence describes the asymptotic behavior of the Wigner
matrices Wn regardless of the parameters (βi)i∈I . Naturally, we would like to know how to
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extract this information from the LTD (in particular, how this is consistent with the distinct
LTDs (3.5) and (3.16)). Again, we restrict our attention to the joint distribution, the general
case of the joint ∗-distribution following from the self-adjointness of our ensembles.
From the diagram (2.9), we know that the joint distribution µWn of Wn factors through
the traffic distribution τWn of Wn via
µWn = τWn ◦∆ ◦ η.
This amounts to computing τ
[
C(Wn)
]
for directed cycles C = (V,E). We use the injective
traffic state to rewrite this as
τ
[
C(Wn)
]
=
∑
pi∈P(V )
τ 0
[
Cpi(Wn)
]
.
In the limit, the only contributions come from (colored) double trees Cpi. We claim that if Cpi
is a double tree, then it can only have opposing twin edges (an opposing double tree). Indeed,
assume that pi ∈ P(V ) identifies the sources src(e1) pi∼ src(e2) and targets tar(e1) pi∼ tar(e2)
of two distinct edges e1, e2 ∈ E. We write Cρ for the graph intermediate to C and Cpi
obtained from C by only making these two identifications. If e1 and e2 are consecutive
edges in the cycle C, then Cρ consists of a directed cycle with two loops coming out of
a particular vertex (“rabbit ears”). Otherwise, Cρ consists of two almost disjoint directed
cycles overlapping in the twin edge [e] = {e1, e2} (a “butterfly”). In both cases, we see that
no further identifications can possibly result in a double tree Cpi.
Figure 18: An example of a butterfly Cρ starting from a directed cycle C.
ρ7→ =
Thus, from the perspective of the joint distribution, we need only to consider the behavior
of the LTD on opposing colored double trees T . In this case, we see that the LTDs (3.5) and
(3.16) agree on the value of
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (Wn)
]
= 1.
Remark 3.1.3. An important application of traffic probability lies in the relationship between
traffic independence and free independence. In certain situations, one can actually deduce
free independence from traffic independence [Mal,CDM], the advantage being that the traffic
setting might be more tractable. Of course, the two notions do not perfectly align, as seen
even in the case of the Wigner matrices (Lemma 4.7 in [Mal] gives yet another example).
In this case, we see that the traffic distribution specifies the behavior of our matrices in
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situations that might not be relevant to their joint distribution: in a certain sense, traffic
independence asks for too much. Nevertheless, we can still use the traffic framework to make
free probabilistic statements, even when a LTD might not exist! In particular, from our work
above, we see that if a family of self-adjoint traffics an = (a
(i)
n )i∈I in a traffic space (An, τn)
satisfies
(3.18) lim
n→∞
τ 0n
[
T (an)
]
=
{
1 if T is an opposing colored double tree,
0 if T is not a colored double tree,
then an converges in joint distribution to a semicircular system a = (ai)i∈I . Note that we
do not specify the behavior of τ 0n
[
T (an)
]
on general colored double trees T (in particular,
we do not assume that the limit limn→∞ τ 0n
[
T (an)
]
even exists). We will use this criteria in
Section 4 to treat the case of RBMs of a general parameter βi ∈ C.
Of course, in the other direction, it is possible to have traffic independence but not free
independence. We can see this in the context of the traffic CLT (Theorem 2.5.6) by realizing
the intermediate values α ∈ (0, 1).
3.2. The traffic CLT. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to real Wigner matrices
Wn = (W(`)n : ` ∈ N) in this section. A classical result of Dykema shows that the matrices
Wn are asymptotically free [Dyk93], thus realizing both the free CLT and the traffic CLT
(the latter, for α = 1). Yet, Remark 2.5.4 extends the asymptotic traffic independence of
Wn to a much larger class of matrices. In particular, we know that the corresponding family
of degree matrices Dn = (D(`)n : ` ∈ N) are also asymptotically traffic independent, where
(3.19) D(`)n = row(tx`)(W
(`)
n ) =
1
2
row(tx`)(W
(`)
n ) +
1
2
col(tx`)(W
(`)
n ) ∈ CG〈W(`)n 〉.
A simple computation shows that the diagonal matrices Dn realize the traffic CLT for α = 0,
in some sense recovering the classical CLT.
Taking linear combinations of the above, we obtain the (p, q)-Markov matrices from before:
M(`)n,p,q = pW
(`)
n + qD
(`)
n ∈ CG〈W(`)n 〉, ∀p, q ∈ R.
Recall that the LSD of the Markov matrices is given by the free convolution SC(0, 1)N (0, 1).
Naively, one may then hope that the interpolation between W
(`)
n and D
(`)
n given by M
(`)
n,p,q
passes to the traffic CLT, realizing the intermediate values α ∈ (0, 1). We show that this is
indeed the case.
Definition 3.2.1 (Stable traffic distribution). Let ν : CT 〈x,x∗〉 → C denote the traffic
distribution of some family of centered random variables. We say that ν is stable if there
exists a realization of ν by traffic independent families a1 = (a
(i)
1 )i∈I and a2 = (a
(i)
2 )i∈I in
a traffic space (A, τ) such that the sum a = a1 + a2 = (a(i)1 + a(i)2 )i∈I has the same traffic
distribution, up to scale. By this, we mean that
ν = τa1 = τa2
with a scaling parameter c ∈ R+ such that
τa(T ) = c
#(E)/2ν(T ), ∀T = (V,E, γ, ε) ∈ T 〈x,x∗〉.
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Lemma 3.2.2. The families (M(`)n : ` ∈ N) = ((M(`)n,p,q)p,q∈R : ` ∈ N) are asymptotically
traffic independent with a stable universal limiting traffic distribution.
Proof. We need only to prove the stability of the limiting traffic distribution ν = limn→∞ τM(1)n
as the rest follows from Proposition 3.1.2 and Remark 2.5.4. To this end, we model the limit
of our matrices (M(`)n : ` ∈ N) within the traffic space (CG〈x,x∗〉, τ), where
τ = ∗`∈N
(
lim
n→∞
τ
W
(`)
n
)
and x` = x
∗
` .
By the universality of (3.5), the traffic state τ does not depend on the particular choice of
Wigner matrices W
(`)
n . We single out the Gaussian realization X
(`)
n (i, j)
d
= N (0,1{i 6= j})
for the distributional symmetry
S(k)n =
1√
k
k∑
`=1
M(`)n =
(
1√
k
k∑
`=1
M(`)n,p,q
)
p,q∈R
d
= (M(1)n,p,q)p,q∈R =M(1)n .
This in turn implies the traffic distributional equality
(3.20) S(k)n τn=M(1)n .
By construction, the family S(k)n converges in traffic distribution to
sk =
1√
k
k∑
`=1
m` =
(
1√
k
k∑
`=1
ptx` +
q
2
row(tx`) +
q
2
col(tx`)
)
p,q∈R
⊂ (CG〈x,x∗〉, τ).
Passing to the limit, (3.20) becomes
(3.21) sk
τ
= m1 ⊂ CG〈x1, x∗1〉.
Taking k = 2 in the above, we have that
s2 =
1√
2
(m1 + m2)
τ
= m1,
where m1 and m2 are traffic independent. We conclude that the limiting traffic distribution
ν = limn→∞ τM(1)n is stable with scaling parameter c = 2. 
Corollary 3.2.3. The ESDs µ(M
(1)
n,p,q) converge weakly in expectation to the free convolution
µp,q = SC(0, p2)N (0, q2).
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for p, q ∈ R of the form p2 + q2 = 1. Proposition
A.3 in [BDJ06] shows that the free convolution µ1,1 is determined by its moments: the
same argument applies wholesale to the family of free convolutions (µp,q)p,q∈R. We may thus
proceed by the method of moments.
Using the same notation as before, we know that M
(`)
n,p,q converges in traffic distribution
to the self-adjoint traffic
a(`)p,q = ptx` +
q
2
row(tx`) +
q
2
col(tx`) ∈m` ⊂ CG〈x`, x∗`〉 ⊂ (CG〈x,x∗〉, τ).
This reduces the problem to showing that the moments of a
(1)
p,q match those of µp,q.
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Now, note that a special case of (3.21) implies that
(3.22) s(k)p,q =
1√
k
k∑
`=1
a(`)p,q
τ
= a(1)p,q.
We calculate the mean and variance of a
(`)
p,q using the same Gaussian realization as before:
ϕ(a(`)p,q) = lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
tr(M(`)n,p,q)
]
= lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
n∑
j=1
(
q
n∑
k 6=j
X
(`)
n (j, k)√
n
)]
= 0
and
ϕ((a(`)p,q)
2) = τ
[
T1(a
(`)
p,q)
]
= τ 0
[
T1(a
(`)
p,q)
]
+ τ 0
[
T2(a
(`)
p,q)
]
,
where T1 and T2 are as in the statement of the traffic CLT (Theorem 2.5.6). A straightforward
calculation then shows that
τ 0
[
T1(a
(`)
p,q)
]
= lim
n→∞
τ 0n
[
T1(M
(`)
n,p,q)
]
= lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
j 6=k
E
[
Mn,p,q(j, k)
2
]
= lim
n→∞
1
n
n(n− 1)p
2
n
= p2
and
τ 0
[
T2(a
(`)
p,q)
]
= lim
n→∞
τ 0n
[
T2(M
(`)
n,p,q)
]
= lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
j=1
E
[
M(`)n,p,q(j, j)
2
]
= lim
n→∞
E
[
M(`)n,p,q(1, 1)
2
]
= lim
n→∞
E
[(
q
n∑
j=2
X
(`)
n (1, j)√
n
)2]
= lim
n→∞
(n− 1)q
2
n
= q2.
Combining (3.22) with the traffic CLT, we obtain the distributional identity
a(1)p,q
τ
= s(k)p,q
d→ µp,q = SC(0, p2)N (0, q2) as k →∞,
as was to be shown. 
Taking (p, q) = (1,−1) in the above, we recover the special case of the Markov matrices
in [BDJ06]. Corollary 3.2.3 explains this convergence in the context of traffic probability, but
it also suggests a far more natural free probabilistic interpretation, namely, the asymptotic
freeness of W
(1)
n and D
(1)
n . Note that if W
(1)
n and W
(2)
n are normalized GOE matrices, then
the standard techniques apply to show that the independent matrices W
(1)
n and D
(2)
n are
asymptotically free [Voi91]; however, in our case, the matrix D
(1)
n is completely determined
by W
(1)
n . Nevertheless, one can work directly with the LTD (3.5) of the Wigner matrices to
show that the pairs (W
(1)
n ,D
(1)
n ) and (W
(1)
n ,D
(2)
n ) have the same limiting joint distribution,
which proves the expected result. Instead, we defer to [AM], wherein this convergence follows
from the given free product decomposition of the universal enveloping traffic space.
For convenience, we restricted our attention to real Wigner matrices. One can easily
adapt the argument to complex Wigner matrices of a real parameter β` ∈ R by finding
an appropriate complex Gaussian realization. In this case, we must take care to choose an
analogue of the degree matrix D
(`)
n to ensure that we have a self-adjoint traffic (in particular,
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we can use the second equality in (3.19) so that D
(`)
n now averages the row sums with the
column sums). We leave the relatively straightforward details to the interested reader.
3.3. Concentration inequalities. For a test graph T = (V,E, γ) ∈ T 〈x〉, we recall the
random variable (2.8):
tr
[
T (Wn)
]
=
∑
φ:V→[n]
∏
e∈E
(W(γ(e))n )(φ(e)).
For natural reasons, we are interested in bounding the deviation of tr
[
T (Wn)
]
from its
mean. In particular, we would like to emulate the usual approach for the Wigner matrices to
show that the variance Var( 1
n
tr
[
T (Wn)
]
) = OT (n
−2), which would allow us to upgrade the
convergence in Proposition 3.1.2 to the almost sure sense. It turns out that this approach
will not work in general, but it will be instructive to see just how it falls short.
For notational convenience, we consider instead the deviation of tr
[
T (Xn)
]
(recall that
Xn =
√
nWn are the unnormalized Wigner matrices). To begin,
Var(tr
[
T (Xn)
]
) = E
[∣∣∣∣tr[T (Xn)]− E tr[T (Xn)]∣∣∣∣2]
= E
[(
tr
[
T (Xn)]− E tr
[
T (Xn)
])(
tr
[
T (Xn)]− E tr
[
T (Xn)
])]
=
∑
φ1,φ2:V→[n]
E
[ 2∏
`=1
(∏
e∈E
X
(γ(e))
n,` (φ`(e))− E
∏
e∈E
X
(γ(e))
n,` (φ`(e))
)]
,(3.23)
where
(3.24) X
(i)
n,`(j, k) =
{
X
(i)
n (j, k) if ` = 1,
X
(i)
n (k, j) if ` = 2.
We again make use of our strong moment assumption (3.1), this time to bound our summands
uniformly in φ1, φ2, and n. In particular, our bound only depends on T , i.e.,
(3.25) E
[ 2∏
`=1
(∏
e∈E
X
(γ(e))
n,` (φ`(e))− E
∏
e∈E
X
(γ(e))
n,` (φ`(e))
)]
≤ CT <∞.
We are then interested in the number of pairs (φ1, φ2) that actually contribute in (3.23)
(i.e., such that the summand (3.25) is nonzero). To this end, note that the maps φ` induce
maps φ˜` : E → {{a, b} : a, b ∈ [n]}, where
e 7→ {φ`(src(e)), φ`(tar(e))}.
In particular, if φ˜1(E) ∩ φ˜2(E) = ∅, then the independence of the X(i)n (j, k) implies that
the outermost product of (3.25) factors over the expectation, resulting in a zero summand.
Thus, we need only to consider so-called edge-matched pairs (φ1, φ2). For our purposes, it
will be convenient to incorporate the data of such a pair into the graph T itself.
For a pair (φ1, φ2), we construct a new graph Tφ1unionsqφ2 by considering two disjoint copies T1
and T2 of T (associated to φ1 and φ2 respectively), reversing the direction of the edges of
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T2, and then identifying the vertices according to their images under the maps φ1 and φ2;
formally, the vertices of Tφ1unionsqφ2 are then given by
Vφ1unionsqφ2 = (φ
−1
1 (m) ∪ φ−12 (m) : m ∈ [n]).
An edge match between φ1 and φ2 then corresponds to an overlay of edges, though not
necessarily in the same direction. Note that
(φ1, φ2) is edge-matched =⇒ Tφ1unionsqφ2 is connected.
Figure 19: An example of the construction of the graph Tφ1unionsqφ2 for an edge-matched pair
(φ1, φ2). Here, we omit the edge labels to emphasize the vertex labels φ`(v). In this case,
we use different colors for the edges of the two copies T1 and T2 of T to keep track of their
origins in the new graph Tφ1unionsqφ2 . Recall that we reverse the direction of the edges of the
second copy T2 before identifying the vertices.
(T1, φ1) (T2, φ2) (Tφ1unionsqφ2 , φ1 unionsq φ2)
1 2
43
12
53
1
3
4 5
2
The sum over the set of edge-matched pairs (φ1, φ2) can then be decomposed into a double
sum: the first, over the set ST of connected graphs Tunionsq = (Vunionsq, Eunionsq, γunionsq) obtained by gluing the
vertices of two disjoint copies of T with at least one edge overlay (we reverse the direction
of the edges of the second copy beforehand, and we keep track of the origin of the edges
Eunionsq = E
(1)
unionsq unionsqE(2)unionsq ); the second, over the set of injective labelings φunionsq : Vunionsq ↪→ [n] of the vertices
of Tunionsq. We may then recast (3.23) as
(3.26)
∑
Tunionsq∈ST
∑
φunionsq:Vunionsq↪→[n]
E
[ 2∏
`=1
( ∏
e∈E(`)unionsq
X(γunionsq(e))n (φunionsq(e))− E
∏
e∈E(`)unionsq
X(γunionsq(e))n (φunionsq(e))
)]
.
We defined ST by reversing the direction of the edges of the second copy of T before gluing
in order to write (3.26) without reference to the transposes (3.24). Moreover, by keeping
track of the origin of the edges, we ensure that ST does not conflate otherwise isomorphic
graphs, and so guaranteeing a faithful reconstruction of (3.23) from (3.26). The set ST is of
course a finite set whose size only depends on T .
We consider a generic Tunionsq ∈ ST , iterating the proof of Proposition 3.1.2. We decompose the
set of edges Eunionsq = Lunionsq∪Nunionsq as before, and the same for E˜unionsq = L˜unionsq∪ N˜unionsq (recall that E˜unionsq denotes
the set of equivalence classes in Eunionsq). Suppose that there exists a lone edge e0 ∈ [e] ∈ N˜unionsq
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with the label γ(e0) = i0 ∈ I so that
γ(e′) 6= γ(e0), ∀e′ ∈ [e] \ {e0}.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that e0 ∈ E(1)unionsq . We write
P` =
∏
e∈E(`)unionsq
X(γunionsq(e))n (φunionsq(e)) and P
(0)
1 =
∏
e∈E(1)unionsq \{e0}
X(γunionsq(e))n (φunionsq(e)).
The independence of the centered random variables X
(i)
n (j, k) and the injectivity of the maps
φunionsq imply that
E
[
(P1 − EP1)(P2 − EP2)
]
= E
[
(X(γunionsq(e0))n (φunionsq(e0))P
(0)
1 − EX(γunionsq(e0))n (φunionsq(e0))EP (0)1 )(P2 − EP2)
]
= E
[
X(γunionsq(e0))n (φunionsq(e0))]E
[
(P
(0)
1 − EP (0)1 )(P2 − EP2)
]
= 0.
Thus, for Tunionsq ∈ ST to contribute, each label i ∈ I present in a class [e] ∈ N˜unionsq must occur with
multiplicity
(3.27) mi,[e] ≥ 2.
This in turn implies that
(3.28) #(Nunionsq) ≥ 2#(N˜unionsq).
As before, the underlying simple graph Tunionsq = (Vunionsq, N˜unionsq) is still connected, whence
(3.29) #(N˜unionsq) + 1 ≥ #(Vunionsq).
Of course, we also have the inherent bound
(3.30) #(Nunionsq) ≤ #(Eunionsq) = 2#(E).
Recalling the uniform bound (3.25), we arrive at the asymptotic
(3.31) Var(tr
[
T (Xn)
]
) = OT (n
max{#(Vunionsq):Tunionsq∈ST }) ≤ OT (n#(E)+1),
or, equivalently,
(3.32) Var
(
1
n
tr
[
T (Wn)
])
= OT (n
−1),
falling short of our goal. Of course, one might hope that we were overly generous in our
bounds and that equality in
(3.33) max{#(Vunionsq) : Tunionsq ∈ ST} ≤ #(E) + 1
is not attainable in practice. In fact, in the usual situation of traces of powers
(3.34) tr
[
T (Wn)
]
= tr((W(i(1))n )
`1 · · · (W(i(m))n )`m),
this is indeed the case; however, in general, (3.31) is tight. In particular, note that if we start
with a tree T , we can overlay two disjoint copies T1 and T2 of T , the second with reversed
edges, to obtain an opposing colored double tree Tunionsq. In this case, we have equality in (3.27)-
(3.30). Proposition 3.1.2 then shows that the contribution of Tunionsq in (3.26) is Θ(n#(E)+1).
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Figure 20: An example of an overlay of trees. Here, we consider two copies T1 and T2 of
the tree T . We depict the second copy T2 with the direction of its edges already reversed.
T TunionsqT1
T2
x1
x2
x3
x2
x1
x1
x2
x3
x2
x1
x2
x1
x3
x2
x1
x1
x2
x3
x2
x1
Working backwards, we identify the worst case scenario: for (3.27)-(3.30) to hold with
equality, we need to glue (not necessarily overlay) disjoint copies T1 and T2 of T with at least
one edge overlay to obtain a colored double tree Tunionsq (though T itself need not be a tree in
general). In the classical case (3.34), T corresponds to a cycle of length `1 + · · · + `m and
such a gluing does not exist: starting with an edge overlay between two copies of the cycle,
we obtain a butterfly as in Figure 18, leading to a strict inequality in (3.33) (and hence the
usual asymptotic O(n−2) in place of (3.32)).
The careful reader will notice that we have actually proven a stronger result in the presence
of loops L 6= ∅: in place of (3.30), we can instead use the tighter bound
#(Nunionsq) ≤ 2#(N).
We summarize our findings thus far.
Lemma 3.3.1. For a family of Wigner matrices Xn = (X(i)n )i∈I , we have the asymptotic
Var(tr
[
T (Xn)
]
) = OT (n
#(N)+1), ∀T ∈ T 〈x〉.
The bound is tight in the sense that there exist test graphs T in x with
Var(tr
[
T (Xn)
]
) = ΘT (n
#(N)+1).
The colored double tree obstruction in Lemma 3.3.1 ramifies into a forest of colored double
trees for higher powers, but this construction remains the lone outlier (in particular, things
do not get any worse). Drawing inspiration from Proposition 4.15 of [BDJ06], we prove
Theorem 3.3.2. For a family of Wigner matrices Xn = (X(i)n )i∈I , we have the asymptotic
E
[∣∣∣∣tr[T (Xn)]− E tr[T (Xn)]∣∣∣∣2m] = OT (nm(#(N)+1)), ∀T ∈ T 〈x〉.
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The bound is tight in the sense that there exist test graphs T in x with
E
[∣∣∣∣tr[T (Xn)]− E tr[T (Xn)]∣∣∣∣2m] = ΘT (nm(#(N)+1)).
Proof. The concrete case of m = 2 contains all of the essential ideas; we encourage the reader
to follow through the proof with this simpler case in mind.
To begin, we expand the absolute value as in (3.23) to obtain
(3.35)
∑
φ1,...,φ2m:V→[n]
E
[ 2m∏
`=1
(∏
e∈E
X
(γ(e))
n,` (φ`(e))− E
∏
e∈E
X
(γ(e))
n,` (φ`(e))
)]
,
where
X
(i)
n,`(j, k) =
{
X
(i)
n (j, k) if ` is odd,
X
(i)
n (k, j) if ` is even.
Our strong moment assumption (3.1) again ensures that we can bound the summands in
(3.35) uniformly in (φ1, . . . , φ2m) and n with a dependence only on T , i.e.,
(3.36) E
[ 2m∏
`=1
(∏
e∈E
X
(γ(e))
n,` (φ`(e))− E
∏
e∈E
X
(γ(e))
n,` (φ`(e))
)]
≤ CT <∞.
We proceed to an analysis of contributing 2m-tuples Φ = (φ1, . . . , φ2m). Using the same
notation as before, we say that a coordinate φ` in a 2m-tuple Φ is unmatched if
φ˜`(E) ∩ φ˜`′(E) = ∅, ∀`′ 6= `.
Similarly, we say that the distinct coordinates φ` and φ`′ (i.e., ` 6= `′) are matched if
φ˜`(E) ∩ φ˜`′(E) 6= ∅.
We further say that a 2m-tuple Φ is unmatched if it has an unmatched coordinate φ`;
otherwise, we say that Φ is matched.
We define an equivalence relation ∼ on the coordinates of Φ by matchings; thus,
φ` ∼ φ`′ ⇐⇒ ∃`1, . . . `k ∈ [2m] : φ`j and φ`j+1 are matched for j = 0, . . . , k,
where `(0) = ` and `(k+ 1) = `′. We write Φ˜ for the set of equivalence classes in Φ, in which
case (3.36) becomes∏
[φ˜]∈Φ˜
E
[ ∏
φ∈[φ˜]
(∏
e∈E
X
(γ(e))
n,`(φ)(φ(e))− E
∏
e∈E
X
(γ(e))
n,`(φ)(φ(e))
)]
.
For an unmatched Φ, this product includes a zero term; henceforth, we only consider matched
2m-tuples. We incorporate the data of such a tuple into the graph T as before.
For a 2m-tuple Φ, we construct a new graph TunionsqΦ by considering 2m disjoint copies
(T1, . . . , T2m) of T (associated to Φ = (φ1, . . . , φ2m) respectively), reversing the direction
of the edges of (T2, T4, . . . , T2m), and then identifying the vertices according their images
under the maps Φ; formally, the vertices of TunionsqΦ are then given by
VunionsqΦ = (∪2m`=1φ−1` (m) : m ∈ [n]).
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Note that
Φ is matched =⇒ TunionsqΦ has ≤ m connected components.
The sum over the set of matched 2m-tuples Φ can then be decomposed into a double sum:
the first, over the set ST of (not necessarily connected) graphs Tunionsq = (Vunionsq, Eunionsq, γunionsq) obtained
by gluing the vertices of 2m disjoint copies of T such that each copy has at least one edge
overlay with at least one other copy (we reverse the direction of the edges of the even copies
beforehand, and we again keep track of the origin of the edges Eunionsq = E
(1)
unionsq unionsq · · · unionsq E(2m)unionsq );
the second, over the set of injective labelings φunionsq : Vunionsq ↪→ [n] of the vertices of Tunionsq. We write
C(Tunionsq) = {C1, . . . , CdTunionsq} for the set of connected components of Tunionsq. We emphasize that
(3.37) dTunionsq ≤ m.
Note that the edges Ep of each connected component Cp consists of a union
Ep = E
(jp(1))
unionsq unionsq · · · unionsq E(jp(kp))unionsq .
We may then recast (3.35) as
(3.38)
∑
Tunionsq∈ST
∑
φunionsq:Vunionsq↪→[n]
dTunionsq∏
p=1
E
[ kp∏
`=1
( ∏
e∈E(jp(`))unionsq
X(γunionsq(e))n (φunionsq(e))− E
∏
e∈E(jp(`))unionsq
X(γunionsq(e))n (φunionsq(e))
)]
.
We consider a generic Tunionsq ∈ ST . Note that our analysis from before applies to each of the
connected components Cp = (Vp, Ep, γp). In particular, using the same notation as before,
we know that the components of a contributing Tunionsq must satisfy
mi,[e] = 0 or mi,[e] ≥ 2, ∀(i, [e]) ∈ I × N˜p,(3.39)
#(Np) ≥ 2#(N˜p),(3.40)
#(N˜p) + 1 ≥ #(Vp).(3.41)
Of course, we also have the inherent (in)equalities
(3.42)
dTunionsq∑
p=1
#(Vp) = #(Vunionsq),
dTunionsq∑
p=1
#(Np) = #(Nunionsq) ≤ 2m#(N).
Putting everything together, we arrive at the asymptotic
E
[∣∣∣∣tr[T (Xn)]−E tr[T (Xn)]∣∣∣∣2m] = OT (nmax{#(Vunionsq):Tunionsq∈ST }) ≤ OT (nm#(N)+dTunionsq ) ≤ OT (nm(#(N)+1)).
The tightness of our bound follows much as before. If we start with a tree T , we can
overlay pairs of the 2m-disjoint copies (T1, . . . , T2m) of T to obtain a forest of dTunionsq = m
opposing colored double trees. In this case, we have equality in (3.37) and (3.39)-(3.42).
Once again, Proposition 3.1.2 shows that the contribution of Tunionsq in (3.38) is Θ(nm(#(N)+1)).
As was the case for m = 1, a forest of m colored double trees Tunionsq corresponds to the worst
case scenario. 
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Reintroducing the standard normalization Wn = n−1/2Xn, we obtain the asymptotic
(3.43) E
[∣∣∣∣ 1ntr[T (Wn)]− E 1ntr[T (Wn)]
∣∣∣∣2m] = OT (n−m(#(L)+1)), ∀T ∈ T 〈x〉,
which bounds the deviation
(3.44) P
(∣∣∣∣ 1ntr[T (Wn)]− E 1ntr[T (Wn)]
∣∣∣∣ > ε) = OT,m(n−m(#(L)+1)), ∀T ∈ T 〈x〉.
We chose to work with the random variable tr
[
T (Xn)
]
, but virtually the same proof applies
to the injective version
tr0
[
T (Xn)
]
=
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
∏
e∈E
(X(γ(e))n )(φ(e)).
In particular, Theorem 3.2.2 holds with tr0
[
T (Xn)
]
in place of tr
[
T (Xn)
]
, and so too do
its implications (3.43) and (3.44). Of course, one could also deduce this from the relations
(2.10) and (2.11) between tr
[
T (Xn)
]
and tr0
[
T (Xn)
]
, which still hold at the level of random
variables (i.e., before taking the expectation). This shows that the two results are in fact
equivalent. We may then apply the usual Borel-Cantelli machinery to prove the almost sure
version of Proposition 3.1.2 (and, as a special case, the a.s. version of Corollary 3.2.3).
The results in this section apply just as well to Wigner matrices of a general parameter
βi ∈ C. In this case, we do not need a separate statement for the general situation.
4. Random band matrices
Our analysis of the Wigner matrices Wn in the previous sections crucially relies on two
important features of our ensemble, namely, the homogeneity of the vertices in our graphs T
and the divergence of our normalization
√
n. By the first property, we mean that the label
φ(v) ∈ [n] of a vertex v ∈ V does not constrain our choice of a contributing label φ(w) for
an adjacent vertex w ∼e v (or, in the case of an injective labeling φ, does so uniformly in
the choice of φ(v)). At the level of the matrices Xn, this corresponds to the fact that any
given row (resp., column) of a Wigner matrix looks much the same as any other row (resp.,
column). For example, if we consider a real Wigner matrix as in Definition 1.1, then the rows
(resp, columns) each have the same distribution up to a cyclic permutation of the entries.
More generally, there exists a permutation invariant realization of our ensemble Xn iff βi ∈ R.
This property of course does not hold for the random band matrices Ξn = Bn ◦Xn (recall
Definition 1.4): rows (resp, columns) near the top or the bottom (resp., the far left or the
far right) of our matrix will in general have fewer nonzero entries. This in turn owes to the
asymmetry of the band condition Bn. We can recover the homogeneity of our ensemble by
reflecting the band width across the perimeter of the matrix to obtain the so-called periodic
random band matrices, providing an intermediate model between the Wigner matrices and
the random band matrices. We start with this technically simpler model and work our way
up to the RBMs. We summarize the main results at the end of Section 4.3.
Remark 4.1. The so-called homogeneity property mentioned above and the corresponding
periodization technique first appeared in the work [BMP91] of Bogachev, Molchanov, and
Pastur. The authors used this intermediate model to transfer Wigner’s semicircle law to
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random band matrices of slow growth. We employ the same periodization technique to
identify the joint limiting traffic distribution of independent random band matrices.
4.1. Periodic random band matrices. To begin, we formalize
Definition 4.1.1 (Periodic RBM). Let (bn) be a sequence of nonnegative integers. We write
Pn for the corresponding n× n periodic band matrix of ones with band width bn, i.e.,
Pn(i, j) = 1{|i− j|n ≤ bn},
where
|i− j|n = min{|i− j|, n− |i− j|}.
Let Xn be an unnormalized Wigner matrix. We call the random matrix Γn defined by
Γn = Pn ◦Xn
an unnormalized periodic RBM. Using the normalization Υn = (2bn)
−1/2Jn, we call the
random matrix Λn defined by
Λn = Υn ◦ Γn
a normalized periodic RBM. We simply refer to periodic RBMs when the context is clear, or
when considering the definition altogether.
Figure 21: An example of the periodization of a random band matrix. Here, we scale the
matrix to the unit square [0, 1]2. The (i, j)-th entry then corresponds to the subsquare
[ j−1
n
, j
n
]× [n−i
n
, n−i+1
n
], which we then fill in provided the band width condition |i− j| ≤ bn
(resp., |i− j|n ≤ bn) is satisfied.
(Γn,Λn)(Ξn,Θn)
Let Xn = (X(i)n )i∈I be a family of unnormalized Wigner matrices as in Section 3. We
consider a family of divergent band widths (b
(i)
n )i∈I such that
(4.1) lim
n→∞
b(i)n =∞, ∀i ∈ I,
for which we form the corresponding family of periodic RBMs, unnormalized Rn = (Γ(i)n )i∈I
and otherwise Pn = (Λ(i)n )i∈I . We identify the LTD of the family Pn with that of the familiar
Wigner matrices Wn from Proposition 3.1.2.
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Lemma 4.1.2. For any test graph T in x = (xi)i∈I ,
(4.2) lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (Pn)
]
=
{∏
i∈I β
ci(T )
i if T is a colored double tree,
0 otherwise.
Proof. The proof follows much along the same lines as Proposition 3.1.2 except that we
must take care to account for the differing rates of growth in the band widths b
(i)
n . To begin,
suppose that T = (V,E, γ). By definition, we have that
τ 0
[
T (Pn)
]
= E
[
1
n
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
∏
e∈E
Λ(γ(e))n (φ(e))
]
=
1
n
∏
e∈E
√
2b
(γ(e))
n
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
E
[∏
e∈E
Γ(γ(e))n (φ(e))
]
.(4.3)
Using the same notation as before, we can recast the sum in (4.3) as
(4.4)
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
( ∏
[`]∈L˜
E
[ ∏
`′∈[`]
Γ(γ(`
′))
n (φ(`
′))
])( ∏
[e]∈N˜
E
[ ∏
e′∈[e]
Γ(γ(e
′))
n (φ(e
′))
])
.
Whereas before the label φ(v) of a vertex v does not constrain our choice of label φ(w) for
an adjacent vertex w ∼e v (beyond the injectivity requirement), we note that in this case a
summand of (4.4) equals zero if
∃e0 ∈ [e] : |φ(src(e0))− φ(tar(e0))|n > b(γ(e0))n .
In fact, we see that such a summand equals zero as soon as
∃e0 ∈ [e] : |φ(src(e0))− φ(tar(e0))|n > min
e′∈[e]
b(γ(e
′))
n .
To keep track of these constraints, we define
|φ(e)|n = |φ(src(e))− φ(tar(e))|n.
Note that |φ(·)|n is constant on equivalence classes [e] ∈ N˜ , and so we further write |φ([e])|n
for the common value of
{|φ(e′)|n : e′ ∈ [e]}.
We use the function |φ(·)|n to define the band width condition
C[e] = 1{|φ([e])|n ≤ min
e′∈[e]
b(γ(e
′))
n },
which allows us to rewrite (4.4) as
(4.5)
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
( ∏
[`]∈L˜
E
[ ∏
`′∈[`]
X(γ(`
′))
n (φ(`
′))
])( ∏
[e]∈N˜
C[e]E
[ ∏
e′∈[e]
X(γ(e
′))
n (φ(e
′))
])
in terms of the usual Wigner matrices Xn = (X(i)n )i∈I (cf. (3.7)). We may then apply our
analysis from Proposition 3.1.2 to conclude that a contributing graph T satisfies
(4.6) mi,[e] = 0 or mi,[e] ≥ 2 ∀(i, [e]) ∈ I × N˜ .
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The band width condition
(4.7) |φ([e])|n ≤ min
e′∈[e]
b(γ(e
′))
n , ∀[e] ∈ N˜
bounds the number An(T ) of contributing maps φ : V ↪→ [n] by
An(T ) ≤ n
∏
[e]∈N˜
min
e′∈[e]
2b(γ(e
′))
n .
Indeed, fixing an arbitrary vertex v0 ∈ V , we have n choices for φ(v0) ∈ [n]; but, having
made this choice, we must take into account the band widths in traversing the remaining
edges of the simple graph T = (V, N˜). In fact, we can apply the same reasoning to any
spanning tree T0 = (V, N˜0) of T since any edge [ek] ∈ N˜ in a cycle ([e1], . . . , [ek]) will have
already had the admissible range of labels for its incident vertices determined by the band
width conditions coming from the other edges ([e1], . . . , [ek−1]). This leads to the refinement
(4.8) An(T ) ≤ n
∏
[e]∈N˜0
min
e′∈[e]
2b(γ(e
′))
n ,
where
(4.9) #(N˜0) ≤ #(N˜) ≤ #(E˜).
Recycling the bound (3.11) for the summands of (4.5), we arrive at the asymptotic
τ 0
[
T (Pn)
]
= OT
(
n
∏
[e]∈N˜0 mine′∈[e] 2b
(γ(e′))
n
n
∏
e∈E
√
2b
(γ(e))
n
)
= OT
( ∏
[e]∈N˜0 mine′∈[e] 2b
(γ(e′))
n∏
e∈N
√
2b
(γ(e))
n
∏
`∈L
√
2b
(γ(`))
n
)
.
For the sake of comparison, we draw the reader’s attention to (3.12) for the analogous
asymptotic in the case of the Wigner matrices Wn (note that #(N˜0) = #(V ) − 1). The
divergence (4.1) of the band widths b
(i)
n and the inequalities (4.6) and (4.9) then imply that
τ 0
[
T (Pn)
]
vanishes in the limit unless T is a colored double tree, in which case one clearly
obtains the prescribed limit (4.2). 
Here, the situation for general βi ∈ C becomes much different. For a single periodic RBM
Λn of divergent band width bn → ∞, the LTD again follows (3.16) as in the Wigner case;
however, the joint LTD of Pn might not exist depending on the fluctuations of the band
widths b
(i)
n . In this case, we need to make additional assumptions on the band widths (e.g.,
proportional growth) to ensure the existence of an asymptotic proportion for an ordering ψ
of the vertices (i.e., the analogue of (3.15)). We comment more on this situation later.
On the other hand, the orderings ψ play no role in the calculation of τ 0
[
T (Pn)
]
for an
opposing colored double tree T . Consequently, we can apply the criteria (3.18) in Remark
3.1.3 to conclude that Pn = (Λ(i)n )i∈I converges in joint distribution to a semicircular system
a = (ai)i∈I regardless of (βi)i∈I .
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Note that a periodic RBM Λn with band width bn = n/2 corresponds to a standard
Wigner matrix Wn. As such, we can view Lemma 4.1.2 as a generalization of Proposition
3.1.2. We extend the result to include RBMs of slow growth in the next section.
4.2. Slow growth. To begin, we partition the index set I of our matrices Xn = (X(i)n )i∈I
into two camps I = I1 ∪ I2. We consider a class of divergent band widths (b(i)n )i∈I as in (4.1)
with the added condition of slow growth for (b
(i)
n )i∈I2 , i.e.,
(4.10) lim
n→∞
bn
n
= 0, ∀i ∈ I2.
We form the corresponding family of periodic RBMs as before,
Rn = R(1)n ∪R(2)n = (Γ(i)n )i∈I1 ∪ (Γ(i)n )i∈I2 , Pn = P(1)n ∪ P(2)n = (Λ(i)n )i∈I1 ∪ (Λ(i)n )i∈I2 .
For i ∈ I2, we also form the corresponding family of slow growth RBMs (see Definition 1.4),
S(2)n = (Ξ(i)n )i∈I2 = (B(i)n ◦X(i)n )i∈I2 , O(2)n = (Θ(i)n )i∈I2 = (Υ(i)n ◦Ξ(i)n )i∈I2 .
Lemma 4.2.1. The family Mn = P(1)n ∪ O(2)n converges in traffic distribution to the limit
(4.11) lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (Mn)
]
=
{∏
i∈I β
ci(T )
i if T is a colored double tree,
0 otherwise.
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.1.2, it suffices to show that
(4.12) lim
n→∞
∣∣∣∣τ 0[T (Pn)]− τ 0[T (Mn)]∣∣∣∣ = 0, ∀T ∈ T 〈x〉.
Of course, the only difference between the families Pn andMn comes from the periodization
of the slow growth RBMs S(2)n . Equation (4.12) then asserts that the contribution of the
additional entries arising from this periodization becomes negligible in the limit.
For convenience, we write Un = (U(i)n )i∈I for the unnormalized version of Mn so that
U(i)n =
{
Γ
(i)
n if i ∈ I1,
Ξ
(i)
n if i ∈ I2.
Expanding τ 0
[
T (Mn)
]
, we obtain the analogue of (4.3),
1
n
∏
e∈E
√
2b
(γ(e))
n
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
E
[∏
e∈E
U(γ(e))n (φ(e))
]
.
Our notation works just as well in this case to produce the analogue of (4.4) for our sum,∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
( ∏
[`]∈L˜
E
[ ∏
`′∈[`]
U(γ(`
′))
n (φ(`
′))
])( ∏
[e]∈N˜
E
[ ∏
e′∈[e]
U(γ(e
′))
n (φ(e
′))
])
.
Naturally, we then look for the analogue of (4.5). Note that the corresponding version of the
band width condition (4.7) must now take into account the index γ(e′) ∈ I1 ∪ I2 of e′ ∈ [e].
We partition the equivalence classes [e] = [e]1 ∪ [e]2 in N˜ accordingly, where
[e]j = [e] ∩ γ−1(Ij).
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For an edge e ∈ N , we define
|φ(e)| = |φ(src(e))− φ(tar(e))|.
As before, |φ(·)| is constant on equivalence classes [e] ∈ N˜ , and we write |φ([e])| for the
common value of
{|φ(e′)| : e′ ∈ [e]}.
More specifically, we write |φ([e]2)| for the common value of
{|φ(e′)| : e′ ∈ [e]2}.
Note that [e]2 may be empty, in which case we define |φ(∅)| = 0. We use the same convention
for |φ([e]1)|n to define the band width condition
C ′[e] = 1{|φ([e]1)|n ≤ min
e′∈[e]1
b(γ(e
′))
n }1{|φ([e]2)| ≤ min
e′∈[e]2
b(γ(e
′))
n }, ∀[e] ∈ N˜ .
We may then write the analogue of (4.5) for our family Mn as
(4.13)
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
( ∏
[`]∈L˜
E
[ ∏
`′∈[`]
X(γ(`
′))
n (φ(`
′))
])( ∏
[e]∈N˜
C ′[e]E
[ ∏
e′∈[e]
X(γ(e
′))
n (φ(e
′))
])
.
Of course, the inherent inequality | · |n = min{| · |, n− | · |} ≤ | · | implies that
C ′[e] ≤ 1{|φ([e])|n ≤ min
e′∈[e]
b(γ(e
′))
n } = C[e], ∀[e] ∈ N˜ ,
which bounds the number Bn(T ) of maps φ : V ↪→ [n] satisfying the band width condition
(4.14) |φ([e]1)|n ≤ min
e′∈[e]1
b(γ(e
′))
n and |φ([e]2)| ≤ min
e′∈[e]2
b(γ(e
′))
n , ∀[e] ∈ N˜
by
(4.15) Bn(T ) ≤ An(T ).
Recall that An(T ) is the number of maps φ : V ↪→ [n] satisfying the weaker condition
(4.16) |φ([e])|n ≤ min
e′∈[e]
b(γ(e
′))
n , ∀[e] ∈ N˜
present in Lemma 4.1.2. In view of (4.15), our work in this previous case implies that
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (Mn)
]
= 0
unless T is a colored double tree. Thus, it remains to prove (4.12) for such a test graph T .
Comparing the two equations (4.5) and (4.13), we arrive at the asymptotic
(4.17)
∣∣∣∣τ 0[T (Pn)]− τ 0[T (Mn)]∣∣∣∣ = OT( Dn(T )
n
∏
e∈E
√
2b
(γ(e))
n
)
,
where Dn(T ) = An(T ) − Bn(T ) is the number of maps φ : V ↪→ [n] that satisfy the band
width condition (4.16) but not the stronger condition (4.14). This formalizes the observation
that we made at the beginning of the proof about the only difference between the families Pn
andMn. In particular, for i ∈ I2, note that the periodic version Γ(i)n of a slow growth RBM
Ξ
(i)
n only differs in the entries within band width’s distance of the perimeter; otherwise, the
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two matrices are identical. For a map φ : V ↪→ [n], this means that if φ stays sufficiently far
away from the endpoints of the interval [n], then the two conditions (4.14) and (4.16) are
actually equivalent. In particular, this holds if
φ(V ) ⊂ [1 + max
e∈E2
b(γ(e))n , n−max
e∈E2
b(γ(e))n ],
where E2 = γ
−1(I2) is of course a finite set. In this case, we have the bound
Dn(T ) = An(T )−Bn(T ) ≤ A∗n(T ),
where A∗n(T ) is the number of maps φ : V ↪→ [n] satisfying (4.16) with range
(4.18) φ(V ) 6⊂ [1 + max
e∈E2
b(γ(e))n , n−max
e∈E2
b(γ(e))n ].
Figure 22: An illustration of the “interior” region of a random band matrix (resp., periodic
random band matrix) at band width’s distance bn
n
= o(1) from the perimeter. Here, we cut
off the boundary to see that the two interior regions are indeed identical.
(Γn,Λn)
(Ξn,Θn)
bn
n
bn
n
⇒
⇒ ⇒
⇒
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We give a simple bound on A∗n(T ) as follows: set aside a vertex v0 ∈ V (for which
there are #(V ) choices) to satisfy (4.18) (for which there are 2 max
e∈E2
b(γ(e))n choices) and pick
the labels φ(v) of the remaining vertices according to (4.16) (for which there are at most∏
[e]∈E˜ mine′∈[e] 2b
(γ(e′))
n choices) to see that
(4.19) A∗n(T ) = OT
(
max
e∈E2
b(γ(e))n
∏
[e]∈E˜
min
e′∈[e]
2b(γ(e
′))
n
)
.
We may then recast (4.17) as
(4.20)
∣∣∣∣τ 0[T (Pn)]− τ 0[T (Mn)]∣∣∣∣ = maxe∈E2 b(γ(e))nn OT
(∏
[e]∈E˜ mine′∈[e] 2b
(γ(e′))
n∏
e∈E
√
2b
(γ(e))
n
)
.
T being a colored double tree, we know that∏
[e]∈E˜ mine′∈[e] 2b
(γ(e′))
n∏
e∈E
√
2b
(γ(e))
n
= 1.
Moreover, since #(E2) <∞, the slow growth (4.10) still holds for the maximum over E2,
(4.21) max
e∈E2
b(γ(e))n = o(n).
Equations (4.19)-(4.21) formalize our intuition from before: the periodic version of a RBM
only differs within band width’s distance of the perimeter; for a slow growth RBM, one then
needs to be very close to the perimeter to realize this difference; as such, the corresponding
interior region accounts for the bulk of the calculations. The result now follows. 
Remark 4.2.2. If we think of choosing a map φ : V ↪→ [n] satisfying (4.14) as starting at an
arbitrary vertex v0, making a choice φ(v0) ∈ [n], and then choosing the labels of the remaining
vertices in a manner compatible with the band width conditions, then each choice of φ(v)
after φ(v0) can be thought of as an incremental walk of distance at most mine′∈[e] b
(γ(e′))
n for
some [e] ∈ N˜ . If I = I2, then starting from a “deep” vertex
φ(v0) ∈ [1 + #(E) max
e∈E
bγ(e))n , n−#(E) max
e∈E
b(γ(e))n ],
the walk never has a chance to loop across the perimeter of the matrix. This line of reasoning
can be used to give a more intuitive geometric proof of Lemma 4.2.1 in the simpler case of
I = I2. This notion of a deep vertex originates in the work [BMP91].
If I 6= I2, then we need to account for the possibility of the band widths of the periodic
RBMs being large enough to bring us close to the perimeter so that the walk crosses over
with a step from a periodized version of a slow growth RBM. Taking inspiration from the
simpler case of I = I2, our analysis shows that a generic walk stays within a region in which
the slow growth RBMs and their periodized versions are identical.
We encounter the same problem from before when considering general βi ∈ C: without
further assumptions on the band widths b
(i)
n , their fluctuations could possibly preclude the
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existence of a joint LTD. In general, we must again settle for the convergence of Mn =
(Λ
(i)
n )i∈I1 ∪ (Θ(i)n )i∈I2 in joint distribution to a semicircular system a = (ai)i∈I .
Recall that the Wigner matrices Wn are asymptotically traffic independent iff βi ∈ R,
and that a permutation invariant realization of our ensemble Wn exists iff βi ∈ R. In view
of Theorem 2.5.5, one might then expect that permutation invariance is also a necessary
condition for matricial asymptotic traffic independence; however, we see that this is not
the case. In particular, one cannot find a permutation invariant realization of the periodic
RBMs (except in the trivial case of bn ∼ n/2), nor of the slow growth RBMs. Instead, we
relied on the aforementioned homogeneity property and the divergence of our normalization.
Taken alone, neither of these two properties suffices, as we shall see in the proportional
growth regime (which lacks homogeneity) and the fixed band width regime (which has a
fixed normalization).
4.3. Proportional growth. Not surprisingly, the periodization trick from the previous
section fails for proportional growth RBMs unless c = 1 (recall that c = limn→∞ bnn ∈ (0, 1]).
In the case of proper proportion c ∈ (0, 1), the entries in the matrix introduced by reflecting
the band width across the perimeter now account for an asymptotically nontrivial region
in the unit square and so no longer represent a negligible contribution to the calculations.
Nevertheless, we can adapt our work from before to prove the existence of a joint LTD
supported on colored double trees T , though in general the value of this limit will depend
on the degree structure of T .
Figure 23: An illustration of the limit shape of our scaled matrix in the unit square [0, 1]2.
Here, we distinguish the periodized version of our matrix with the additional grey area. In
the limit, the shape corresponds to the banded region |x− (1− y)| ≤ c (resp., the periodic
banded region min(|x− (1− y)|, 1− |x− (1− y)|) ≤ c). In contrast to slow growth regime,
we see a nontrivial contribution from the periodization due to the nonvanishing scale of the
band width limn→∞ bnn = c ∈ (0, 1).
bn
n
bn
n
c
c
⇒
To formalize our result, we now split the index set I = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4 into four camps.
We consider a class of divergent band widths (b
(i)
n )i∈I as in (4.1) with the added conditions
of slow growth for b
(2)
n = (b
(i)
n )i∈I2 , full proportion for b
(3)
n = (b
(i)
n )i∈I3 , and proper proportion
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for b
(4)
n = (b
(i)
n )i∈I4 so that
lim
n→∞
b
(i)
n
n
= 0, ∀i ∈ I2
lim
n→∞
b
(i)
n
n
= ci = 1, ∀i ∈ I3,
lim
n→∞
b
(i)
n
n
= ci ∈ (0, 1), ∀i ∈ I4.
For i ∈ I1 ∪ I2, we form the corresponding families of periodic RBMs and slow growth
RBMs as before,
Rn = R(1)n ∪R(2)n = (Γ(i)n )i∈I1 ∪ (Γ(i)n )i∈I2 , Pn = P(1)n ∪ P(2)n = (Λ(i)n )i∈I1 ∪ (Λ(i)n )i∈I2 ;
S(2)n = (Ξ(i)n )i∈I2 = (B(i)n ◦X(i)n )i∈I2 , O(2)n = (Θ(i)n )i∈I2 = (Υ(i)n ◦Ξ(i)n )i∈I2 .
For i ∈ I3 ∪ I4, we form the corresponding families of proportional growth RBMs,
F (3)n = (Ξ(i)n )i∈I3 = (B(i)n ◦X(i)n )i∈I3 , O(3)n = (Θ(i)n )i∈I3 = (Υ(i)n ◦Ξ(i)n )i∈I3 ;
C(4)n = (Ξ(i)n )i∈I4 = (B(i)n ◦X(i)n )i∈I4 , O(4)n = (Θ(i)n )i∈I4 = (Υ(i)n ◦Ξ(i)n )i∈I4 .
We start with the simpler case of the single family O(4)n of (proper) proportional growth
RBMs. In this case, the LTD of O(4)n only depends on the band widths b(4)n up to the limiting
proportions
c4 = (ci)i∈I4 .
Lemma 4.3.1. For any test graph T in x4 = (xi)i∈I4,
(4.22) lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (O(4)n )
]
=
{
pT (c4)
∏
i∈I β
ci(T )
i if T is a colored double tree,
0 otherwise,
where pT (c4) > 0 only depends on the test graph T and the proportions c4 = (ci)i∈I4.
Proof. As usual, we begin by expanding
τ 0
[
T (O(4)n )
]
=
1
n1+
#(E)
2
∏
e∈E
√
2cγ(e) − c2γ(e)
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
E
[∏
e∈E
Ξ(γ(e))n (φ(e))
]
and rewriting the sum as∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
( ∏
[`]∈L˜
E
[ ∏
`′∈[`]
X(γ(`
′))
n (φ(`
′))
])( ∏
[e]∈N˜
1{|φ([e])| ≤ min
e′∈[e]
b(γ(e
′))
n }E
[ ∏
e′∈[e]
X(γ(e
′))
n (φ(e
′))
])
.
At this point, we can already conclude the second half of (4.22). Hereafter, T denotes a
colored double tree. In this case, we have the equality
τ 0
[
T (O(4)n )
]
=
Cn(T )
n1+#(E˜)
∏
[e]∈E˜ (2cγ([e]) − c2γ([e]))
∏
i∈I
β
ci(T )
i
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=
Cn(T )
n#(V )
1∏
[e]∈E˜ (2cγ([e]) − c2γ([e]))
∏
i∈I
β
ci(T )
i ,
where Cn(T ) is the number of maps φ : V ↪→ [n] satisfying the band width condition
(4.23) |φ([e])| ≤ b(γ([e]))n , ∀[e] ∈ E˜.
We may think of the ratio
Cn(T )
n#(V )
∼ Cn(T )
n#(V )
as the proportion of admissible maps φ : V ↪→ [n]. Unfortunately, the vertices of our graph
T lack the homogeneity property from before due to the asymmetry of the band condition
(4.23). This makes the task of computing Cn(T ) extremely tedious (and highly dependent
on T ). Nevertheless, we can give an integral representation of the limit of this ratio much
as in [BMP91]. In particular, a straightforward weak convergence argument shows that
(4.24) lim
n→∞
Cn(T )
n#(V )
=
∫
[0,1]V
∏
[e]∈E˜
1{|xsrc([e]) − xtar([e])| ≤ cγ([e])} dxV .
The remaining term in (4.22) follows as
pT (c4) =
∫
[0,1]V
∏
[e]∈E˜ 1{|xsrc([e]) − xtar([e])| ≤ cγ([e])} dxV∏
[e]∈E˜ (2cγ([e]) − c2γ([e]))
> 0.

Remark 4.3.2. For general βi ∈ C, we must again keep track of the orderings ψ of the vertices.
In this case, we combine the integrands of (3.15) and (4.24) to define
pT (c4, ψ) =
∫
[0,1]V
1{xψ(1) ≥ · · · ≥ xψ(#(V ))}
∏
[e]∈E˜ 1{|xsrc([e]) − xtar([e])| ≤ cγ([e])} dxV∏
[e]∈E˜ (2cγ([e]) − c2γ([e]))
,
which replaces the 1
#(V )!
term in (3.16). In particular, we can then write the LTD of O(4)n as
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (O(4)n )
]
=

∑
ψ:[#(V )]
∼→V
pT (c4, ψ)Sψ(T ) if T is a colored double tree,
0 otherwise.
Naturally, we are interested in the behavior of pT (c4) as the proportions c4 approach the
boundary values {0, 1}. To this end, we fix some notation. Recall that T = (V,E, γ, src, tar)
is a colored double tree. We record the labels L(F˜ ) appearing in any subset F˜ ⊂ E˜ of twin
edges so that
L(F˜ ) = {γ([e]) : [e] ∈ F˜} ⊂ I4.
We write {src([e]), tar([e])} for the pair of vertices adjacent to twin edges [e] = {e, e′}, which
allows us to further record the vertices V (F˜ ) appearing in F˜ as
V (F˜ ) = {src([e]), tar([e]) : [e] ∈ F˜}.
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For any collection of real numbers r = (rj)j∈J in [0, 1] with L(F˜ ) ⊂ J , we define the function
CutF˜ ,r : [0, 1]
V (F˜ ) → [0, 1]
by the product
CutF˜ ,r(xV (F˜ )) =
∏
[e]∈F˜
1{|xsrc([e]) − xtar([e])| ≤ rγ([e])}.
We note that CutF˜ ,r is simply the indicator on the banded region cut out of the hypercube
[0, 1]V (F˜ ) by the constraints |xsrc([e]) − xtar([e])| ≤ rγ([e]). For example, our notation allows us
to succinctly write the integral
IntT (c4) = lim
n→∞
Cn(T )
n#(V )
=
∫
[0,1]V
CutE˜,c4(xV ) dxV .
Similarly, we group the normalizations coming from the twin edges F˜ ⊂ E˜ with
(4.25) NormF˜ (c4) =
∏
[e]∈F˜
(2cγ([e]) − c2γ([e])).
If F˜ = E˜, we write CutT,r = CutE˜,r (resp., NormT (c4) = NormE˜(c4)). In this case,
pT (c4) =
IntT (c4)
NormT (c4)
.
We will need some simple bounds on the integral IntT (c4). We start with an easy upper
bound. Consider a leaf vertex v0 of our colored double tree T . Let v1 ∼[e0] v0 denote the
unique vertex v1 adjacent to v0. We compute the diameter f(xv1) of a cross section in the
banded strip of the unit square [0, 1]2 defined by |xv0 − xv1| ≤ cγ([e0]),
(4.26)
f(xv1) =
∫ 1
0
1{|xsrc([e0]) − xtar([e0])| ≤ cγ([e0])} dxv0
=
∫ 1
0
1{|xv0 − xv1| ≤ cγ([e0])} dxv0
=

xv1 + cγ([e0]) if xv1 ∈ [0, cγ([e0]) ∧ (1− cγ([e0]))]
2cγ([e0]) ∧ 1 if xv1 ∈ [cγ([e0]) ∧ (1− cγ([e0])), cγ([e0]) ∨ (1− cγ([e0]))]
1 + cγ([e0]) − xv1 if xv1 ∈ [(cγ([e0]) ∨ (1− cγ([e0])), 1]
cγ([e0])
cγ([e0])
f(xv1)
xv1
= .
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In particular,
cγ([e0]) ≤ f(xv1) ≤ 2cγ([e0]) ∧ 1.
It follows that
IntT (c4) =
∫
[0,1]V
CutT,c4(xV )dxV
=
∫
[0,1]V \{v0}
CutE˜\{[e0]},c4(xV \{v0})
(∫ 1
0
1{|xv0 − xv1| ≤ cγ([e0])} dxv0
)
dxV \{v0}
≤
∫
[0,1]V \{v0}
CutE˜\{[e0]},c4(xV \{v0})
(
2cγ([e0]) ∧ 1
)
dxV \{v0}
= (2cγ([e0]) ∧ 1) IntT\[e0](c4),
where T \ [e0] is the colored double tree obtained from T by removing the leaf v0 and its
adjacent twin edges [e0]. Iterating this construction, we obtain the upper bound
IntT (c4) ≤
∏
[e]∈E˜
(2cγ([e]) ∧ 1).
The same reasoning of course shows that
IntT (c4) ≥ cγ([e0]) IntT\[e0](c4) ≥ · · · ≥
∏
[e]∈E˜
cγ([e]),
but we can do much better for small proportions c4. In particular, assume that
cˆ = max
[e]∈E˜
cγ([e]) <
1
2
.
Then
IntT (c4) =
∫
[0,1]V
CutT,c4(xV ) dxV ≥
∫
[cˆ,1−cˆ]V
CutT,c4(xV ) dxV
=
∫
[cˆ,1−cˆ]V \{v0}
CutE˜\{[e0]},c4(xV \{v0})
(∫ 1−cˆ
cˆ
1{|xv0 − xv1| ≤ cγ([e0])} dxv0
)
dxV \{v0}
=
∫
[cˆ,1−cˆ]V \{v0}
CutE˜\{[e0]},c4(xV \{v0})
(
(1− 2cˆ)2cγ([e0])
)
dxV \{v0}
= · · · = (1− 2cˆ)#(E˜)
∏
[e]∈E˜
2cγ([e]).
Thus, for cˆ < 1
2
, we have the bounds
(1− 2cˆ)#(E˜)∏[e]∈E˜ 2cγ([e])∏
[e]∈E˜ (2cγ([e]) − c2γ([e]))
≤ IntT (c4)
NormT (c4)
≤
∏
[e]∈E˜ 2cγ([e])∏
[e]∈E˜ (2cγ([e]) − c2γ([e]))
,
which imply that
(4.27) lim
cˆ→0+
pT (c4) = lim
cˆ→0+
IntT (c4)
NormT (c4)
= 1.
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We view the limit cˆ→ 0+ as approaching the slow growth regime. In view of (4.27), we see
that the LTD (4.22) of the proportional growth RBMs behaves accordingly (in particular,
we have convergence to the LTD (4.11) of the slow growth RBMs).
In an easier direction, we can also consider the limit
c = min
[e]∈E˜
cγ([e]) → 1−.
One then clearly has
(4.28) lim
c→1−
CutT,c4(xV ) = 1, ∀xV ∈ [0, 1]V .
We can push this limit through the integral by dominated convergence to obtain
(4.29) lim
c→1−
IntT (c4) =
∫
[0,1]V
lim
c→1−
CutT,c4(xV ) dxV = 1.
Of course, the same convergence also holds for the normalizations (4.25),
(4.30) lim
c→1−
NormF˜ (c4) = 1, ∀F˜ ⊂ E˜,
and so
(4.31) lim
c→1−
pT (c4) = lim
c→1−
IntT (c4)
NormT (c4)
= 1.
We view the limit c→ 1− as approaching the usual Wigner matrices Wn, or, more gener-
ally, the full proportion RBMs. Again, our limit (4.31) shows that the LTD (4.22) behaves
accordingly (in particular, we have convergence to the LTD (3.5) of the Wigner matrices).
Up to now, our analysis of the integral IntT (c4) essentially follows [BMP91]. We take care
to account for possibly different band widths by grouping them in the min c or the max cˆ,
but in both cases we indiscriminately send the proportions to a single boundary value {0, 1}.
From this point of view, we fail to perceive any differences in the limits
(4.32) lim
cˆ→0+
pT (c4) = 1 = lim
c→1−
pT (c4);
yet, the two cases actually differ quite considerably. To see this, we will need to refine
our analysis of pT (c4) to consider sending only a subset of the proportions c4 to possibly
different boundary values. The results will greatly inform our treatment of the joint LTD of
the combined families P(1)n ∪ O(2)n ∪ O(3)n ∪ O(4)n .
We start with the simpler case of sending the band width ci0 of a single label i0 ∈ I4 in
our colored double tree T to 1−. We write Ti0 = (Vi0 , Ei0) for the subgraph of T with edge
labels in i0. In general, Ti0 is a forest of colored double trees (in the single “color” i0). We
define T˜i0 = (Vi0 , E˜i0) as before. We remove the twin edges E˜i0 from T to obtain a forest
of colored double trees T \ E˜i0 (say, with connected components T1, . . . , Tk). We emphasize
that we only remove the edges E˜i0 ; in particular, we keep any resulting isolated vertices. We
then have the analogues of (4.28)-(4.30):
(4.33) lim
ci0→1−
CutT,c4(xV ) = CutE˜\E˜i0 ,c4(xV ) =
k∏
`=1
CutT`,c4(xV`), ∀xV ∈ [0, 1]V ,
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(4.34)
lim
ci0→1−
IntT (c4) =
∫
[0,1]V
lim
ci0→1−
CutT,c4(xV ) dxV
=
k∏
`=1
∫
[0,1]V`
CutT`,c4(xV`) dxV` =
k∏
`=1
IntT`(c4),
and
(4.35) lim
ci0→1−
NormT (c4) = NormE˜\E˜i0 (c4) limci0→1−
NormE˜i0
(c4) =
k∏
`=1
NormT`(c4).
It follows that
(4.36) lim
ci0→1−
pT (c4) = lim
ci0→1−
IntT (c4)
NormT (c4)
=
∏k
`=1 IntT`(c4)∏k
`=1 NormT`(c4)
=
k∏
`=1
pT`(c4).
Of course, if T` consists of an isolated vertex, then pT`(c4) = 1. One can then effectively
discard the isolated vertices of T \ E˜i0 and just consider the resulting forest of nontrivial
colored double trees. We choose to keep these vertices in writing a simple, consistent formula
for our limit.
The reader will no doubt be easily convinced of (4.36), but we give here some intuition
for the sake of comparison later. We imagine each vertex v as a country in a league of allied
nations V . Each value xv ∈ [0, 1] represents a proposed amount of aid to be sent by country
v to every other country. To avoid showing favoritism, the same amount of aid xv is sent to
each ally w 6= v; however, to ensure goodwill, a country can opt to cap the disparity in the
amount of aid they exchange with a given ally. We view these restrictions as coming from
the edges E˜, where an edge v ∼[e] w corresponds to a bound |xv − xw| ≤ cγ([e]).
We can then interpret the integral IntT (c4) as the percentage of universally acceptable
proposals xV ∈ [0, 1]V . Each term in our normalization
NormT (c4) =
∏
[e]∈E˜
(2cγ([e])−c2γ([e])) =
∏
[e]∈E˜
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
1{|xsrc([e])−xtar([e])| ≤ cγ([e])} dxsrc([e])dxtar([e])
corresponds to the local situation of a single pair of constrained allies {src([e]), tar([e])}. Of
course, each such pair must agree to a proposal xV for it to be universally acceptable, though
in general this is not sufficient. We can then think of the ratio
pT (c4) =
IntT (c4)
NormT (c4)
as conditioning on the proposals that, at the very least, pass at the local level (though it
is possible for pT (c
(4)) > 1). In the limit ci0 → 1−, the twin edges [e] ∈ E˜i0 with label i0
represent negotiations between increasingly amicable nations, insomuch that they no longer
care to keep track of the disparity in the aid exchanged between them. Here, we again
encounter the notion of a free edge. In this case, the proposal xV need only to satisfy the
constraints coming from the remaining edges E˜ \ E˜i0 , which explains the limit (4.36).
Of course, there is nothing special about only sending one of the band widths ci0 → 1−.
In fact, the same argument clearly applies to any collection of labels i0, . . . , ij in a colored
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double tree T . We state the full result later once we have also considered the behavior of
pT (c4) for band widths ci0 → 0+, but first we must introduce some more notation.
For any pair of subsets W ⊂ V and F˜ ⊂ E˜, we define the conditional expectation
IntF˜ (c4|W ) : [0, 1]W → [0, 1]
by
IntF˜ (c4|W )(xW ) =
∫
[0,1]V \W
CutF˜ ,c4(xV ) dxV \W .
For example, the reader can easily verify that∫
[0,1]W
IntT (c4|W )(xW ) dxW = IntT (c4).
As before, we start with a single label i0 ∈ I4 in T , for which we now consider the limit
ci0 → 0+. To simplify the argument, we first assume that there is a unique pair of twin edges
[ei0 ] with the label γ([ei0 ]) = i0. For notational convenience, we write
{a, b} = {src([ei0 ]), tar([ei0 ])}.
We condition on the vertices {a, b} to obtain
pT (c4) =
IntT (c4)
NormT (c4)
=
∫
[0,1]V
CutT,c4(xV )
NormT (c4)
dxV
=
∫
[0,1]2
IntE˜\{[ei0 ]}(c4|{xa, xb})(xa, xb)
NormE˜\{[ei0 ]}(c4)
(
1{|xa − xb| ≤ ci0}
2ci0 − c2i0
dxadxb
)
=
∫
[0,1]2
f(xa, xb)µci0 (dxa, dxb),(4.37)
where
f(xa, xb) =
IntE˜\{[ei0 ]}(c4|{xa, xb})(xa, xb)
NormE˜\{[ei0 ]}(c4)
is a bounded continuous function that does not depend on ci0 and
µci0 (dxa, dxb)
is the uniform (probability) measure on the banded strip in unit square [0, 1]2 defined by
|xa − xb| ≤ ci0 . In the limit, we have the weak convergence
µci0
w→ µ∆ as ci0 → 0+,
where µ∆ is the uniform measure on the diagonal {(x, x) : x ∈ [0, 1]} ⊂ [0, 1]2. In particular,
this implies that
lim
ci0→0+
pT (c4) = lim
ci0→0+
∫
[0,1]2
f(xa, xb)µci0 (dxa, dxb)
=
∫
[0,1]2
f(xa, xb)µ∆(dxa, dxb) =
∫ 1
0
f(x, x) dx = pT/[ei0 ](c4),
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where T/[ei0 ] is the colored double tree obtained from T by contracting the twin edges [ei0 ]
(i.e., we remove the edges [ei0 ] and merge the vertices {a, b}). We note the contrast to the
situation (4.36) in the limit ci0 → 1−, where we remove the edges but do not otherwise
modify the vertices.
We must take care if the label i0 appears in more than one set of twin edges. In any case, we
can always identify the subgraph Ti0 of T with edge labels in i0. In general, Ti0 = (Vi0 , Ei0) is
a forest T1unionsq· · ·unionsqTk of colored double trees T` = (V`, E`) (in the single color i0). Conditioning
on the vertices Vi0 = V1 unionsq · · · unionsq Vk of Ti0 , we obtain
(4.38) pT (c4) =
∫
×k`=1[0,1]V`
f(xV1 , . . . ,xVk)
k∏
`=1
(
CutT`,ci0 (xV`)
NormT`(ci0)
dxV`
)
where
f(xV1 , . . . ,xVk) =
IntE˜\E˜i0 (c4|Vi0)(xV1 , . . . ,xVk)
NormE˜\E˜i0 (c4)
is again a bounded continuous function that does not depend on ci0 . In this case, we cannot
immediately write (4.38) in terms of probability measures
µ(`)ci0 (dxV`) =
CutT`,ci0 (xV`)
NormT`(ci0)
dxV`
as we did in (4.37) since, in general,
IntT`(ci0) =
∫
[0,1]V`
CutT`,ci0 (xV`) dxV` 6= (2ci0 − c2i0)#(E˜`) = NormT`(ci0);
however, our work (4.27) from before shows that
lim
ci0→0+
IntT`(ci0)
NormT`(ci0)
= 1.
Thus, we can instead write
(4.39) pT (c4) = δ(ci0)
∫
×k`=1[0,1]V`
f(xV1 , . . . ,xVk)
(
⊗k`=1 µ(`)ci0 (dxV`)
)
,
where δ(ci0) is a real number depending on ci0 such that
lim
ci0→0+
δ(ci0) = 1
and µ
(`)
ci0
is the uniform measure on the banded region R` ⊂ [0, 1]V` defined by the constraints
|xsrc([e]) − xtar([e])| ≤ ci0 , ∀[e] ∈ E˜`.
As before, we note that
lim
ci0→0+
µ(`)ci0 = µ
(`)
∆ ,
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where µ
(`)
∆ is the uniform measure on the diagonal {(x, . . . , x) : x ∈ [0, 1]} ⊂ [0, 1]V` . It
follows that
lim
ci0→0+
pT (c4) = lim
ci0→0+
∫
×k`=1[0,1]V`
f(xV1 , . . . ,xVk)
k∏
`=1
(
CutT`,ci0 (xV`)
NormT`(ci0)
dxV`
)
=
∫
×k`=1[0,1]V`
f(xV1 , . . . ,xVk)
(
⊗k`=1 µ(`)∆ (dxV`)
)
=
∫
[0,1]k
f(x1, . . . , x1, . . . , xk, . . . , xk) dx1 · · · dxk = pT/Ti0 (c4),
where T/Ti0 is the colored double tree obtained from T by contracting the edges of Ti0 (i.e.,
for each ` ∈ [k], we remove the edges E˜` and merge the vertices V` into a single vertex).
We can easily adapt our argument to accommodate multiple band widths ci0 , . . . , cij in
the limit max(ci0 , . . . , cij)→ 0+. In this case, we replace Ti0 with Ti, the subgraph of T with
edge labels in i = {i0, . . . , ij}; otherwise, the same argument goes through just as well.
Returning to our intuition from before, we think of the limit ci0 → 0+ as representing
negotiations between increasing acrimonious nations, insomuch that they become completely
intransigent and insist on absolute parity in the aid exchanged between them. Negotiations
along such an edge γ([e]) = i0 then stall a proposal xV unless |xsrc([e]) − xtar([e])| = 0. In
this case, we can effectively consider the two countries src([e]) and tar([e]) as a single entity
sending the aid xsrc([e]) = xtar([e]) to the remaining allies. Our normalization then allows us
to recast the problem as the proportion of acceptable proposals in this new world order.
Figure 24: A comparison of the resulting graphs in the limits ci0 → 1− and ci0 → 0+
respectively. Here, we start with a colored double tree T and remove (resp., contract) the
edges with label xi0 to obtain the limit graph T \ E˜i0 (resp., T/Ti0). In particular, we note
that the two operations can produce substantially different graphs.
T T \ E˜i0
xi0
xi1
xi2
xi1
xi1
xi0
xi0
xi1
xi2
xi1
xi1
T/Ti0
xi1
xi1
xi2
xi1
At this point, we see how the limits (4.32) come about in different ways: in the limit
c → 0+, we contract all of the edges, leaving a single isolated vertex; in the limit cˆ →
1−, we remove all of the edges, leaving #(V ) isolated vertices. Finally, the result for a
collection of band widths sent to possibly different boundary values should come as no
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surprise. We combine our work in the two previous cases with care to account for parts
moving simultaneously in different directions.
To begin, let J0 (resp., J1) denote the collection of labels in our colored double tree T
whose band widths are to be sent to 0+ (resp., 1−). We define
c0 = (ci)i∈J0 , c1 = (ci)i∈J1 ;
c0 = max
i∈J0
ci, c1 = min
i∈J1
ci,
and write c2 = c4 \ (c0 ∪ c1) for the remaining band widths. We are then interested in the
limit
lim
(c0,c1)→(0+,1−)
pT (c4).
We decompose our graph as before. We write T0+ for the subgraph of T with edge labels in
J0. In general, T0+ = (V0+ , E0+) is a forest T0+ = T
+
1 unionsq · · ·unionsqT+k of colored double trees T+` =
(V +` , E
+
` ) (except now possibly with multiple colors). Similarly, we write T1− = (V1− , E1−)
for the subgraph of T with edge labels in J1. Finally, we write E2 = E \ (E0 ∪ E1) for the
remaining edges.
Conditioning on the vertices V0+ = V
+
1 unionsq· · ·unionsqV +k of T0+ , we obtain the analogue of (4.39),
pT (c4) = δ(c0)
∫
×k`=1[0,1]V+`
fc1(xV +1 , . . . ,xV
+
k
)
(
⊗k`=1 µ(`)c0 (dxV +` )
)
,
where δ(c0) is a real number depending on c0 such that
lim
c0→0+
δ(c0) = 1
and µ
(`)
c0 is the uniform measure on the banded region R` in [0, 1]
V +` defined by the constraints
|xsrc([e]) − xtar([e])| ≤ cγ([e]) ∈ c0, ∀[e] ∈ E˜+` .
Despite considering multiple band widths c0, we still have the weak convergence
lim
c0→0+
µ(`)c0 = µ
(`)
∆ .
As before,
fc1(xV +1 , . . . ,xV
+
`
) =
IntE˜\E˜0+ (c4|V0+)(xV +1 , . . . ,xV +k )
NormE˜\E˜0+ (c4)
=
∫
[0,1]
V \V
0+
CutE˜1− ,c1
(xV )
NormE˜1−
(c1)
CutE˜2,c2(xV )
NormE˜2(c2)
dxV \V0+
is a bounded continuous function that does not depend on c0; however, fc1 does depend on
c1. In particular, the function
CutE˜1− ,c1
: [0, 1]V → [0, 1]
is monotonic in c1 with
lim
c1→1−
CutE˜1− ,c1
(xV ) = 1, ∀xV ∈ [0, 1]V .
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Since
lim
c1→1−
NormE˜1−
(c1) = 1,
it follows that
f(xV +1 , . . . ,xV
+
k
) = lim
c1→1−
fc1(xV +1 , . . . ,xV
+
k
) =
∫
[0,1]V \V
+
0
CutE˜2,c2(xV )
NormE˜2(c2)
dxV \V0+ .
The monotonicity of CutE˜1− ,c1
in the proportions c1 then allows us to conclude that
lim
(c0,c1)→(0+,1−)
pT (c4) = lim
(c0,c1)→(0+,1−)
∫
×k`=1[0,1]V+`
fc1(xV +1 , . . . ,xV
+
k
)
k∏
`=1
(CutE˜+` ,c0(xV +` )
NormT+`
(c0)
dxV +`
)
=
∫
×k`=1[0,1]V+`
f(xV +1 , . . . ,xV
+
k
)
(
⊗k`=1 µ(`)∆ (dxV +` )
)
=
∫
[0,1]k
f(x1, . . . , x1, . . . , xk, . . . , xk) dx1 · · · dxk = pF (c2) =
s∏
r=1
pTr(c2),
where F is the forest of colored double trees F = T1 unionsq · · · unionsq Ts obtained from T by removing
the edges E1− and contracting the edges E0+ .
Our treatment of pT (c4) suggests the following form for the joint LTD of the matrices
O(2)n ∪ O(3)n ∪ O(4)n . We leave the by-now familiar details of the proof to the diligent reader.
Theorem 4.3.3. For any test graph T in x2 ∪ x3 ∪ x4 = (xi)i∈I2∪I3∪I4,
(4.40) lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (O(2)n ∪ O(3)n ∪ O(4)n )
]
=
{
pF (c4)
∏
i∈I β
ci(T )
i if T is a colored double tree,
0 otherwise,
where F = T1 unionsq · · · unionsq Ts is the forest of colored double trees obtained from T by contracting
the edges with labels in I2 and removing the edges with labels in I3 and
(4.41) pF (c4) =
s∏
r=1
pTr(c4).
Corollary 4.3.4. The full proportion RBMs O(3)n and the proper proportion RBMs O(4)n
are asymptotically traffic independent, as are the full proportion RBMs O(3)n and the slow
growth RBMs O(2)n . The slow growth RBMs O(2)n and the proper proportion RBMs O(4)n
are not asymptotically traffic independent, nor are independent proper proportion RBMs
O(4)n = (Θ(i)n )i∈I4.
Proof. The statements about asymptotic traffic independence follow from the calculation of
F from our colored double tree T (we simply remove the edges with labels in I3) and the
multiplicativity of (4.41). For the statements about non-asymptotic traffic independence,
we give a simple counterexample, namely, for i2 ∈ I2 and i4, j4 ∈ I4 with 0 < ci4 ≤ cj4 < 1,
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Θ
(i4)
n Θ
(i2)
n Θ
(j4)
nlim
n→∞
τ 0
[ ]
= lim
n→∞
τ 0
[ ]Θ(i4)n Θ(j4)n
= lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
S(Θ(i4)n ,Θ
(i4)
n ,Θ
(j4)
n ,Θ
(j4)
n )
]
= pS({ci4 , cj4}),
where
pS({ci4 , cj4}) =

−1
3
c3i4 − c2i4cj4 − 2ci4c2j4 + 4ci4cj4
(2ci4 − c2i4)(2cj4 − c2j4)
if ci4 ≤ cj4 ≤
1
2
,
1
3
c3j4 − ci4c2j4 − c2i4 − c2j4 + 2ci4cj4 + ci4 + cj4 − 13
(2ci4 − c2i4)(2cj4 − c2j4)
if 1− cj4 ≤ ci4 ≤
1
2
,
−1
3
c3i4 − c2i4cj4 − 2ci4c2j4 + 4ci4cj4
(2ci4 − c2i4)(2cj4 − c2j4)
if ci4 ≤ 1− cj4 ≤
1
2
,
1
3
c3j4 − ci4c2j4 − c2i4 − c2j4 + 2ci4cj4 + ci4 + cj4 − 13
(2ci4 − c2i4)(2cj4 − c2j4)
if
1
2
≤ ci4 ≤ cj4 .
In particular,
pS({ci4 , cj4}) 6= 1
])(
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
=
(
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[ ])(
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[ ])
,
])(
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[ ])
=
(
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[ Θ(i4)n Θ(j4)n
Θ
(i4)
n Θ
(j4)
nΘ
(i2)
n
which covers both statements. 
Remark 4.3.5. One can also deduce the lack of asymptotic traffic independence for inde-
pendent proper proportion RBMs O(4)n = (Θ(i)n )i∈I4 of the same proportion ci ≡ c from the
traffic CLT. Indeed, if the family O(4)n were asymptotically traffic independent, then we could
adapt the argument from Section 3.2 to identify the LSD of a single proper proportion RBM
Θ
(i)
n as a free convolution SC(0, p2)  N (0, q2) of the form p2 + q2 = 1. On the contrary,
the actual LSD is known to be non-semicircular and of bounded support [BMP91], which
simultaneously implies that both q2 6= 0 and q2 = 0 respectively.
The careful reader will notice that the periodic RBMs P(1)n are conspicuously absent in
Theorem 4.3.3. Again, we have the familiar obstruction: without any further assumptions
on the band widths b
(1)
n = (b
(i)
n )i∈I1 , their fluctuations could preclude the existence of a
joint LTD. For example, if a periodic band width b
(i)
n has a subsequence of slow growth and
another subsequence of proportional growth, then the LTDs along these two subsequences
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will be different. If we assume that the band widths b
(1)
n = (b
(i)
n )I′1 ∪ (b
(i)
n )i∈I′′1 fall into one of
these two regimes, slow growth or proportional growth respectively, then we can prove the
extension of Theorem 4.3.3 to P(1)n ∪ O(2)n ∪ O(3)n ∪ O(4)n . In this case, the LTD essentially
follows (4.40) except that we must now also contract the edges with labels in I ′1 and remove
the edges with labels in I ′′1 (regardless of the limiting proportions limn→∞
b
(i)
n
n
for i ∈ I ′′1 ).
The contraction of the edges with labels in I ′1 should come as no surprise given Section
4.2, where we saw that periodizing a slow growth RBM does little to affect the calculations.
Just as we contract the labels in I2, we should then also expect to contract the labels in I
′
1.
On the other hand, as we noted before, periodizing a proportional growth RBM changes the
situation entirely. Formally, we need to work with the periodic absolute value
|x|p = min(x, 1− x), ∀x ∈ [0, 1]
in our integral to account for the edges with labels in I ′′1 ; however, the analogue of (4.26)
does not depend on where we measure the diameter of our cross section,
g(xv1) =
∫ 1
0
1{|xv0 − xv1|p ≤ cγ([e0]} dxv0 = 2cγ([e0]), ∀xv1 ∈ [0, 1].
This balances out perfectly with the normalization of the periodic RBMs,
Λ(γ([e0]))n = Υ
(γ([e0]))
n ◦ Γ(γ([e0]))n =
1√
2b
(γ([e0]))
n
Γ(γ([e0])),
so we can integrate out the vertices that are only adjacent to edges with labels in I ′′1 without
changing the value of the integral. This of course corresponds to simply removing the edges
with labels in I ′′1 when calculating pF (c4). In this case, we then know that the periodic
RBMs P(1′′)n = (Λ(i)n )i∈I′′1 and the proportional growth RBMs O
(4)
n are asymptotically traffic
independent, whereas the periodic RBMs P(1′)n = (Λ(i)n )i∈I′1 and the proportional growth
RBMs O(4)n are not.
For general βi ∈ C, we must again settle for convergence in joint distribution.
Theorem 4.3.6. Assume that the band widths (b
(i)
n )i∈I1 of the periodic RBMs fall into one of
two categories I1 = I
′
1∪I ′′1 as before. For general βi ∈ C, the families P(1)n ∪O(2)n ∪O(3)n ∪O(4)n
converge in joint distribution to a family
a = (ai)i∈I = (ai)i∈I′1 ∪ (ai)i∈I′′1 ∪ (ai)i∈I2 ∪ (ai)i∈I3 ∪ (ai)i∈I4 = a1′ ∪ a1′′ ∪ a2 ∪ a3 ∪ a4.
The family a1′ ∪ a1′′ ∪ a2 ∪ a3 is a semicircular system; the families a1′′, a3, and a4 are
free; the families a2 and a4 are not free, nor are the families a1′ and a4; finally, the family
a4 = (ai)i∈I4 is not free.
Proof. The convergence in joint distribution follows from a modified version of the criteria
(3.18) in Remark 3.1.3. In particular, we do not actually need to know the value of
lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (P(1)n ∪ O(2)n ∪ O(3)n ∪ O(4)n )
]
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for an opposing colored double tree T , just that it exists. In this case, we know that the
value of this limit is equal to pF (c4), which in turn is equal to 1 if there are no edges with
labels in I4. This proves the first statement, about a1′ ∪ a1′′ ∪ a2 ∪ a3.
For the second statement, about a1′′ ∪ a3 ∪ a4, it suffices to prove that a3 and a4 are free.
Indeed, this follows from the calculation of pF (c4): edges with labels in either I1′′ or I3 are
both treated just the same and simply removed. In particular, this implies that the joint
distributions µa1′′∪a3∪a4 and µa3′′∪a3∪a4 = µb3∪a4 are identical, where a3′′ is the limit of the full
proportion RBMs O(3′′)n = (Θ(i)n )i∈I′′1 and b3 = a3′′ ∪ a3 is simply the limit of a larger family
of independent full proportion RBMs. Now, since the joint distribution µa3∪a4 is universal
independent of the parameters βi, we can calculate µa3∪a4 via a unitarily invariant realization
of O(3)n . The standard techniques then apply to show that a3 and a4 are free [Voi91].
Similarly, the joint distributions µa2∪a4 and µa1′∪a4 are also identical, so we need only to
consider the families a2 and a4. Let ai2 ∈ a2 and ai4 ∈ a4. If ai2 and ai4 were free, then
ϕ(a2i4ai2a
2
i4
ai2) = ϕ(a
2
i4
)2ϕ(a2i2) = 1;
however, one can easily calculate
lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
tr
(
(Θ(i4)n )
2Θ(i2)n (Θ
(i4)
n )
2Θ(i2)n
)]
= pT (ci4)
=

8c2i4(
1
2
− ci4) + 143 c3i4
(2ci4 − c2i4)2
if ci4 ≤
1
2
,
2ci4 − 1 + 23(1− c3i4)
(2ci4 − c2i4)2
if ci4 ≥
1
2
6= 1
for ci4 ∈ (0, 1), where
Θ
(i4)
n Θ
(i4)
nT (Θ
(i4)
n ,Θ
(i4)
n ,Θ
(i4)
n ,Θ
(i4)
n ) = .
Finally, suppose that ai4 6= aj4 ∈ a4 with 0 < ci4 ≤ cj4 < 1. If ai4 and aj4 were free, then
ϕ(a2i4a
2
j4
) = ϕ(a2i4)ϕ(a
2
j4
) = 1;
however, one can again show that
lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
tr
(
(Θ(i4)n )
2(Θ(j4)n )
2
)]
= pS({ci4 , cj4}) 6= 1,
where pS({ci4 , cj4}) is as in the proof of Corollary 4.3.4. 
Remark 4.3.7. We need the assumption on the band widths (bn)i∈I1 of the periodic RBMs
to handle the interaction with the proper proportional growth RBMs O(4)n . The families
P(1)n ∪ O(2)n ∪ O(3)n converge in joint distribution to a semicircular system regardless, even
without this assumption.
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Finally, the same considerations that allow us to translate Proposition 3.1.2 to Theorem
4.3.3 also work to prove the RBM version of the concentration inequalities in Theorem 3.2.2.
Here, we do not make any assumptions on the band widths (b
(i)
n )i∈I1 beyond their divergence
(4.1), nor on the parameters βi ∈ C.
Theorem 4.3.8. Let Qn = P(1)n ∪ O(2)n ∪ O(3)n ∪ O(4)n . For any test graph T in x,
E
[∣∣∣∣ 1ntr[T (Qn)]− E 1ntr[T (Qn)]
∣∣∣∣2m] = OT (n−m).
The bound is tight in the sense that there exist test graphs T such that
E
[∣∣∣∣ 1ntr[T (Qn)]− E 1ntr[T (Qn)]
∣∣∣∣2m] = ΘT (n−m).
As before, we can use Theorem 4.3.8 to upgrade the convergence in Theorems 4.3.3 and
4.3.6 to the almost sure sense.
4.4. Fixed band width. We have much less to say in the fixed band width regime. For
starters, we cannot work in the generality of the Wigner matrices of Section 3. Instead,
we must further assume that the off-diagonal entries (resp., the diagonal entries) of Xn are
identically distributed, independent of n; otherwise, in general, the LSD of even a single fixed
band width RBM Θn = Υn ◦ Ξn = Υn ◦ (Bn ◦Xn) might not exist, never mind the LTD.
We assume hereafter that any fixed band width RBM arises from this restricted setting.
Assuming a symmetric distribution for the entries of Xn, Section 6 in [BMP91] proves
the existence of a symmetric non-universal LSD µb for a real symmetric RBM Θn of fixed
band width bn ≡ b. The authors further prove that the distribution µb converges weakly to
the standard semicircle distribution µSC in the limit b → ∞. We consider the joint LTD of
independent fixed band width RBMs (real and complex) without this symmetry assumption
and prove the analogous convergence to the semicircular traffic distribution in the large band
width limit.
To formalize our result, we consider a class of fixed band widths b = (b
(i)
n )i∈I = (bi)i∈I .
We form the corresponding family of fixed band width RBMs
Jn = (Ξ(i)n )i∈I = (B(i)n ◦X(i)n )i∈I , On = (Θ(i)n )i∈I = (Υ(i)n ◦Ξ(i)n )i∈I .
We write µi (resp., νi) for the distribution of the strictly upper triangular entries X
(i)
n (j, k)
(resp., the diagonal entries X
(i)
n (j, j)) so that
µi = L(X(i)n (j, k)) and νi = L(X(i)n (j, j)), ∀j < k.
In contrast to the previous sections, our fixed normalizations Υ
(i)
n = (2bi + 1)
−1/2Jn force us
to also consider non-tree-like test graphs T in the limit n→∞.
Theorem 4.4.1. The family of fixed band width RBMs On converges in traffic distribution;
moreover, for any test graph T = (V,E, γ) in x, we have the bound
(4.42) lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (On)
]
= OT,µ,ν
(∏
[e]∈N˜0 mine′∈[e] 2bγ(e′)∏
e∈E
√
2bγ(e) + 1
)
,
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where (V, N˜0) is any spanning tree of (V, N˜) and
µ = (µi)i∈I , ν = (νi)i∈I .
Proof. We have the familiar expansion
(4.43) τ 0
[
T (On)
]
=
1
n
∏
e∈N
√
2bγ(e) + 1
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
E
[∏
e∈E
Ξ(γ(e))n (φ(e))
]
,
where the sum can be written as∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
( ∏
[`]∈L˜
E
[ ∏
`′∈[`]
X(γ(`
′))
n (φ(`
′))
])( ∏
[e]∈N˜
1{|φ([e])| ≤ min
e′∈[e]
bγ(e′)}E
[ ∏
e′∈[e]
X(γ(e
′))
n (φ(e
′))
])
.
Note that an injective map φ : V ↪→ [n] satisfying the band width condition
|φ([e])| ≤ min
e′∈[e]
bγ(e′), ∀[e] ∈ N˜
might not exist (e.g., if On consists of a single RBM Θn of fixed band width b and T is a
star graph Sk with k > 2b); however, we can certainly bound the number of such maps by
n
∏
[e]∈N˜0
min
e′∈[e]
2bγ(e′),
where (V, N˜0) is any spanning tree of (V, N˜). Here, we are simply recycling the bound (4.8).
Our strong moment assumption (3.1) then already proves (4.42).
As before, we see that τ 0
[
T (On)
]
vanishes unless
mi,[e] = 0 or mi,[e] ≥ 2, ∀(i, [e]) ∈ I × N˜ .
Unfortunately, our fixed normalizations
√
2bi + 1 allow τ
0
[
T (On)
]
to survive in the limit for
test graphs T with mi,[e] > 2. In this case, the assumption that βi ∈ R no longer suffices to
spare us the consideration of the ordering ψφ : [#(V )]
∼→ V on the vertices. Nevertheless,
our i.i.d. assumption ensures that if φ1 : V ↪→ [n1] and φ2 : V ↪→ [n2] satisfy the band width
condition and induce the same ordering ψφ1 = ψφ2 , then the corresponding summands of
(4.43) are equal, i.e.,
Sφ1(T ) = E
[∏
e∈E
Ξ(γ(e))n1 (φ1(e))
]
= E
[∏
e∈E
Ξ(γ(e))n2 (φ2(e))
]
= Sφ2(T ).
For an ordering ψ : [#(V )]
∼→ V , we can again write Sψ for the common value of
{Sφ : ψφ = ψ and |φ([e])| ≤ min
e′∈[e]
bγ(e′) for all [e] ∈ N˜}.
This allows us to rewrite (4.43) as
τ 0
[
T (On)
]
=
∑
ψ:[#(V )]
∼→V
p
(ψ)
n∏
e∈E
√
2bγ(e) + 1
Sψ(T ) =
∑
ψ:[#(V )]
∼→V
q(ψ)n Sψ(T ),
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where
p(ψ)n =
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
(
1{ψφ = ψ}
∏
[e]∈N˜ 1{|φ([e])| ≤ mine′∈[e] bγ(e′)}
)
n
.
We note the contrast to the situation in (3.14). In particular, we cannot use the same weak
convergence argument to give an integral representation of limn→∞ p
(ψ)
n as in (3.15) due to
the vanishing scales limn→∞ bin = 0. Instead, we must opt for a discrete approach.
Let (a
(ψ)
n ) denote the sequence defined by the numerator of p
(ψ)
n so that
a(ψ)n =
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
(
1{ψφ = ψ}
∏
[e]∈N˜
1{|φ([e])| ≤ min
e′∈[e]
bγ(e′)}
)
.
By considering a map φ1 : V ↪→ [n] (resp., φ2 : V ↪→ [m]) as a map Φ1 : V ↪→ [n+m] (resp.,
Φ2 : V ↪→ [n+m]), viz.
Φ1(v) = φ1(v) (resp., Φ2(v) = φ2(v) + n),
we see that the sequence (a
(ψ)
n ) is superadditive:
a
(ψ)
n+m ≥ a(ψ)n + a(ψ)m .
Fekete’s lemma then implies that
pψ = lim
n→∞
p(ψ)n = sup
n
a
(ψ)
n
n
≤
∏
[e]∈N˜
min
e′∈[e]
2bγ(e′),
which proves the convergence
(4.44) lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (On)
]
=
∑
ψ:[#(V )]
∼→V
pψ∏
e∈E
√
2bγ(e) + 1
Sψ(T ) =
∑
ψ:[#(V )]
∼→V
qψSψ(T ).

Note that our bound (4.42) implies the convergence
(4.45) lim
b→∞
∑
ψ:[#(V )]
∼→V
qψSψ(T ) =
{∏
i∈I β
ci(T )
i if T is a colored double tree,
0 otherwise,
where
b = min
e∈E
bγ(e).
Theorem 4.4.1 still holds for general βi ∈ C: in fact, since we already keep track of the
orderings ψ, the same proof goes through just as well (except with different values for Sψ(T )).
In this case, the limit (4.45) might not exist depending on the relative rates of growth in
the band widths bi. If we assume that the band widths grow at the same rate in the limit
b → ∞, then the proportions q(ψ)n will tend to 1#(V ) as in (3.16), but one can skew these
proportions along different subsequences to create an obstruction. One can also periodize
the fixed band width RBMs without affecting the calculations (a fixed band width is in some
sense the slowest growth possible, and so we can adapt the techniques from Section 4.2).
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At this point, we can combine everything into a result for the joint (traffic) distribution
of periodic RBMs, slow growth RBMs, proportional growth RBMs, and fixed band width
RBMs; however, the result is not much more interesting than what is already known from
the previous section due to the form of the LTD (4.44). In particular, we do not have
any interesting asymptotic independences arising between the fixed band width RBMs and
those of the previously considered regimes, nor amongst the fixed band width RBMs them-
selves (except in the trivial case bi = 0 of the diagonal fixed band width RBMs, which are
permutation invariant and satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.5.5).
Appendix
We gather some miscellaneous results in this appendix. In the first section, we consider
the analogue of the Markov matrix problem from Section 3.2 for the proportional growth
RBMs. In particular, we compute the LSD of the degree matrix Dn = row(tx)(Θn) of a
proportional growth RBM Θn and consider the joint distribution of (Θn,Dn). Here, we
find that the free product decomposition of [AM] cannot be extended to the proportional
growth regime (in contrast to the periodic regime §4.1 and the slow growth regime §4.2).
In the second section, we pursue an orthogonal computation, namely, the limiting traffic
distribution of a Haar distributed orthogonal matrix On. The proof essentially follows the
unitary case [Mal, Proposition 6.2] except that we must now take care to apply the orthogonal
Weingarten calculus [CS´06].
A.1. An almost Gaussian degree matrix. Again, for simplicity, we restrict our attention
to real Wigner matrices Xn as in Section 3.2. We form the corresponding proportional growth
RBMs, unnormalized Ξn and otherwise Θn. Let c ∈ (0, 1] denote the limiting proportion of
the band width bn, i.e.,
lim
n→∞
bn
n
= c.
We form the degree matrix Dn = row(tx)(Θn) of Θn, where
Dn(i, j) = 1{i = j}
n∑
k=1
Θn(i, k)
= 1{i = j}
n∑
k=1
Ξn(i, k)√
n
√
2c− c2 = 1{i = j}
n∑
k=1
1{|i− k| ≤ bn}Xn(i, k)√
n
√
2c− c2 .
One can then use the asymptotics of partial sums of falling factorials to compute the limiting
moments
lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
tr(Dmn )
]
, ∀m ∈ N,
for example, by choosing a convenient realization of the random variables Xn(i, k) and then
appealing to the universality of (4.40); however, one can even avoid such a tedious calculation
and obtain the answer from (4.40) directly. In particular, we can factor the expected moments
of the spectral distribution µDn through the traffic distribution of Θn via
E
[
1
n
tr(Dmn )
]
= τ
[
Cm(Dn, . . . ,Dn)
]
= τ
[
Sm(Θn, . . . ,Θn)
]
,
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where Cm is the directed cycle with m edges and Sm = (V,E) is the inward facing directed
m-star graph, i.e.,
Cm(Dn, . . . ,Dn) = Sm(Θn, . . . ,Θn) =
· · ·
and
Θn
Θn
Θn
Θn
Θn Θn
Dn
Dn
Dn
Dn
· · ·
Dn
Dn
.
Here, we have made the substitution Dn = row(tx)(Θn). We rewrite this in terms of the
injective trace to obtain
τ
[
Sm(Θn, . . . ,Θn)
]
=
∑
pi∈P(V )
τ 0
[
Spim(Θn, . . . ,Θn)
]
.
In the limit, (4.40) tells us that the only contributions come from double trees Spim(Θn, . . . ,Θn).
For odd m, this is not possible since a double tree has an even number of edges, while Sm
has m edges. This implies that
(A.1) lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
tr(Dmn )
]
= 0 if m is odd.
Henceforth, we assume that m = 2`. Let v1, . . . , v2` denote the leaf vertices of S2` with the
internal node v0. We see that
Spi2` is a double tree ⇐⇒ pi = {{v0}} ∪ ρ,
where ρ is a pair partition of {v1, . . . , v2`}. In particular, each such pi produces the same
double tree T`(Θn, . . . ,Θn) = S
pi
2`(Θn, . . . ,Θn), where T` is the inward facing double `-star
graph. It follows that
lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
tr(D2`n )
]
= lim
n→∞
∑
pi∈P(V )
τ 0
[
Spi2`(Θn, . . . ,Θn)
]
= #(P2(2`))pT`(c) = (2`− 1)!!
IntT`(c)
NormT`(c)
= (2`− 1)!!
∫
[0,1]`+1
∏`
k=0 1{|x0 − xk| ≤ c} dx` · · · dx0
(2c− c2)`
= (2`− 1)!!
∫ 1
0
(∫ 1
0
1{|x0 − x1| ≤ c} dx1
)`
dx0
(2c− c2)`
= (2`− 1)!!
2
`+1
((2c ∧ 1)`+1 − c`+1) + |2c− 1|(2c ∧ 1)`
(2c− c2)` ,(A.2)
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where we have made use of (4.26) in the last equality. We recognize the double factorial
(2` − 1)!! as the 2`-th moment of the standard normal distribution. In view of Theorem
4.3.8, the limits (A.1) and (A.2) then show that µDn converges weakly almost surely to a
symmetric distribution of unit variance with almost Gaussian moments (if c = 1, then these
moments are precisely Gaussian). In particular, we can compute the limits
lim
c→0+
2
`+1
((2c ∧ 1)`+1 − c`+1) + |2c− 1|(2c ∧ 1)`
(2c− c2)` = 1, ∀` ∈ N
and
lim
c→1−
2
`+1
((2c ∧ 1)`+1 − c`+1) + |2c− 1|(2c ∧ 1)`
(2c− c2)` = 1, ∀` ∈ N,
both of which are special cases of (4.32).
Figure 25: An example of a pair partition ρ of the leaf vertices of S2` giving rise to an
inward facing double `-star graph T` for ` = 3. Here, we use different colors for the
different blocks of the pair partition. Note that any pair partition of the leaf vertices gives
rise to the same double tree T`.
ρ7→
S2`(Θn, . . . ,Θn) T`(Θn, . . . ,Θn)
Θn
Θn
Θn
Θn
Θn Θn
Θn
Θn
Θn
We note that Θn and Dn are asymptotically free iff c = 1. Indeed, this follows from the
calculation ]Θn Θnlim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
tr(Θ2nD
2
n)
]
= lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
=
2((2c ∧ 1)3 − c3) + 3|2c− 1|(2c ∧ 1)2
(2c− c2)2
6= 1 =
(
lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
tr(Θ2n)
])(
lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
tr(D2n)
])
unless c = 1. In this case, we see that the free product decomposition of [AM] cannot be
extended to the proper proportional growth regime.
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c = 3
5
c = 1
2
c = 2
5
c = 1
5
c = 1
10
c = 1
1000
Figure 26: Histograms of the empirical spectral distributions of the degree matrices of
proportional growth RBMs of various proportions. Here, we take the proportional growth
RBMs Θ
(c)
10000 from Figure 3 and form the corresponding degree matrices deg(Θ
(c)
10000). In
this case, the eigenvalues simply correspond to the diagonal entries. Unlike in Figure 3, the
deviation from the corresponding behavior in the usual Wigner case is much more subtle
due to the very nearly Gaussian moments (A.2) of the LSD (cf. Figure 1).
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A.2. Haar distributed orthogonal matrices. Let On denote an n× n Haar orthogonal
matrix, for which we compute the limiting traffic distribution. Our proof derives from the
analogous result for a Haar unitary matrix [Mal, Proposition 6.2]. We commit the formal
details here to fill out the traffic probability literature. As usual, we restrict our attention
to test graphs T ∈ T 〈x〉. The general case of a ∗-test graph T = (V,E, γ, ε) follows from
the relation O∗n = O
t
n, which allows us to freely interchange any edge e with ∗-label ε(e) = ∗
with an edge e′ with ∗-label ε(e′) = 1 in the opposite direction, i.e.,
(src(e), tar(e)) = (tar(e′), src(e′)).
In this case, we suppress the map γ since there is only one indeterminate x in consideration.
Definition A.2.1 (Orthogonal cactus). For a test graph T = (V,E) ∈ T 〈x〉, we write
◦
T = (V,
◦
E) for the underlying undirected multigraph. We further write P : E → ◦E for the
canonical projection onto the undirected edge set. We say that T is a cactus if each edge e˚
of
◦
T belongs to a unique simple cycle Ce˚. We further say that T is an orthogonal cactus if
T is a cactus such that each cycle Ce˚ corresponds to an anti-directed cycle P
−1(Ce˚) in T .
By an anti-directed cycle, we mean that P−1(Ce˚) = (e1, . . . , ek) alternates in direction (as
opposed to a directed cycle), i.e.,
(A.3) ∃j ∈ [k] : tar(ej) = tar(ej+1), src(ej+1) = src(ej+2), tar(ej+2) = tar(ej+3), . . .
where ek+1 = e1, ek+2 = e2, and so on.
Figure 27: Examples of a cactus and an orthogonal cactus respectively. For convenience,
we omit the sole edge label x.
For a cactus T , we record the length #(C) of each of its simple (undirected) cycles C in
◦
T . By a slight abuse of notation, we also write C for the corresponding pullback P−1(C)
in T . For an orthogonal cactus, we know that #(C) ∈ 2N for each such cycle C due to the
anti-directedness (A.3)
We can of course reconstruct a cactus T from its simple cycles (or “pads”) by starting
with an arbitrary simple cycle C of T (level 0), reintroducing the simple cycles that share
a common vertex with C (level 1), reintroducing the simples cycles that share a common
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vertex with the simple cycles from level 1 (level 2), and so on. We imagine this process as
“growing” the cactus T .
Theorem A.2.2. For any test graph T in x,
(A.4) lim
n→∞
τ 0
[
T (On)
]
=

∏
C∈Pads(T )
(−1)#(C)2 −1c#(C)
2
if T is an orthogonal cactus,
0 otherwise,
where the product is over the pads Pads(T ) of T and ck =
(2kk )
k+1
is the k-th Catalan number.
Proof. We start with the usual expansion of the injective trace
τ 0n
[
T (On)
]
=
1
n
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
E
[∏
e∈E
On(φ(e))
]
=
1
n
∑
φ:V ↪→[n]
E
[ ∏
(v,w)∈E
On(φ(w), φ(v))
]
,
where we now consider E as a multiset to do away with the source and target functions. In
particular, src((v, w)) = v and tar((v, w)) = w. Note that the distributional invariance of
On under conjugation by the permutation matrices implies that the value of a summand
Sφ(T ) = E
[ ∏
(v,w)∈E
On(φ(w), φ(v))
]
= E
[#(E)∏
`=1
On(φ(w`), φ(v`))
]
does not depend on the particular choice of labeling φ : V ↪→ [n] of the vertices. In this case,
we can fix a labeling φ0 : V ↪→ [n] for all large n (for example, by enumerating the vertices
V = (ur)
s
r=1 and defining φ0(ur) = r) to obtain
τ 0n
[
T (On)
]
=
n#(V )
n
E
[#(E)∏
`=1
On(φ0(w`), φ0(v`))
]
∼ n#(V )−1E
[
On(i1, j1) · · ·On(im, jm)
]
,(A.5)
where (i`, j`) = (φ0(w`), φ0(v`)) and m = #(E). The string i = (i1, . . . , im) defines a partition
ker(i) of [m] by
ker(i) = {{`′ : i` = i`′} : ` ∈ [m]},
and similarly for j = (j1, . . . , jm). The orthogonal Weingarten calculus (in the form of [CS´06,
Corollary 3.4]) tells us that the expectation in (A.5) equals 0 if m is odd; otherwise, m = 2k
and
(A.6) E
[
On(i1, j1) · · ·On(i2k, j2k)
]
=
∑
p1,p2∈P2(2k)
δi(p1)δj(p2)〈p1,Wgn(p2)〉,
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where P2(2k) is the set of pair partitions of [2k], Wgn is the n × n orthogonal Weingarten
function, and
δι(p) =
{
1 if p ≤ ker(ι),
0 otherwise.
Here, we use the usual refinement order ≤ on the set of partitions P(2k).
Of course, the injectivity of the map φ0 implies that
i` = i`′ ⇐⇒ w` = w`′ ,
j` = j`′ ⇐⇒ v` = v`′ .
We use this correspondence to interpret a pair partition
p1 = {{a`, b`} : ` ∈ [k]} ∈ P2(2k) (resp., p2 = {{α`, β`} : ` ∈ [k]} ∈ P2(2k))
such that δi(p1) = 1 (resp., δj(p2) = 1) as a pair partition
pi1 = {{(va` , wa`), (vb` , wb`)} : ` ∈ [k]} (resp., pi2 = {{(να` , ωα`), (νβ` , ωβ`)} : ` ∈ [k]})
of the edges E such that the two edges
(va` , wa`) and (vb` , wb`) (resp., (να` , ωα`) and (νβ` , ωβ`))
in any block of the partition have a common target wa` = wb` (resp., a common source
να` = νβ`). We further interpret the pair partition pi1 as a permutation of the edges E by
considering each block {(va` , wa`), (vb` , wb`)} as a transposition ((va` , wa`) (vb` , wb`)). In this
case, pi1 corresponds to a product of disjoint transpositions
pi1 =
k∏
`=1
((va` , wa`) (vb` , wb`)),
and similarly for
pi2 =
k∏
`=1
((να` , ωα`) (νβ` , ωβ`)).
A pair (p1, p2) such that δi(p1) = δj(p2) = 1 then partitions the edges of T into anti-directed
cycles
(A.7) C(pi1, pi2) = {(e, pi2(e), pi1pi2(e), pi2pi1pi2(e), . . .) : e ∈ E},
where we of course assume that cycles are only defined up to a cyclic ordering of the edges.
We note that a cycle C ∈ C(pi1, pi2) need not be simple.
As a sanity check, one can verify the following equivalent construction of C(pi1, pi2). We
consider a partition p ∈ P(2k) as an element of the symmetric group S2k by associating a
block b = {`1, . . . , `q(b)} with the cycle (`1 · · · `q(b)). A pair (p1, p2) as before then partitions
the edges of T into anti-directed cycles
(A.8)
C(pi1, pi2) = {((v`, w`),(vp2(`), wp2(`)),
(vp1p2(`), wp1p2(`)), (vp2p1p2(`), wp2p1p2(`)), . . .) : ` ∈ [2k]}.
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Note that the cycle decomposition of the permutation p1p2 ∈ S2k further splits each cycle
C in (A.8) into a pair
(w`, wp1p2(`), w(p1p2)2(`), . . .) and (vp2(`), vp2p1(p2(`)), v(p2p1)2(p2(`)), . . .).
In terms of (A.7), this corresponds to the cycle decomposition of the permutation pi1pi2 of
the edges, namely,
(e, pi1pi2(e), (pi1pi2)
2(e), . . .) and (pi2(e), (pi2pi1)pi2(e), (pi2pi1)
2pi2(e), . . .).
This implies that
(A.9)
#(p1p2)
2
=
#(pi1pi2)
2
= #(C(pi1, pi2)),
where #(p1p2) denotes the number of cycles of p1p2. We assume hereafter that the partitions
p1 and p2 satisfy δi(p1) = δj(p2) = 1.
Figure 28: An example of the construction of C(pi1, pi2). Here, we start with a test graph T
that itself is already a (non-simple) anti-directed cycle C = (e1, . . . , e6), where e` = (v`, w`).
Any injective labeling (i`, j`) = (φ(w`), φ(v`)) of the vertices then generates the partitions
ker(i) = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6}} and ker(j) = {{1, 6}, {2, 3}, {4, 5}}. In this case, there is a
unique pair partition p1 ≤ ker(i), namely p1 = ker(i), and similarly for p2 ≤ ker(j). One
can then easily verify the corresponding permutation of the edges pi1 = (e1 e2)(e3 e4)(e5 e6)
(resp., pi2 = (e6 e1)(e2 e3)(e4 e5)), from which it follows that C(pi1, pi2) = {C}.
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
v6 = v1
w1 = w2 = v2 = v3
w3 = w4
v4 = v5 = w5 = w6
Strictly speaking, we should consider a pair partition p ∈ P2(2k) as a basis element of
the Brauer algebra (see, e.g., [HR05]); however, we will only need the very basics of this
structure. In particular, we consider a partition p as a graph on 2k vertices. We arrange the
vertices into two evenly distributed rows, the first of which we consider as given by 1, 2, . . . , k;
the second by k+ 1, k+ 2, . . . , 2k. We then connect the vertices in a given block of p with a
line. In this way, we obtain a graph with k connected components, each of size two. For two
pair partitions p1, p2 ∈ P2(2k), we define p1 ◦ p2 as the graph obtained by overlaying the two
graphs corresponding to p1 and p2 respectively, which we can again interpret as a partition
p1 ◦ p2 ∈ P(2k). The correspondence (A.7) and (A.8) between the pairs (p1, p2) and (pi1, pi2)
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pushes forward to a correspondence between the blocks of p1 ◦p2 and the anti-directed cycles
C(pi1, pi2). In particular, we have a cardinality-preserving bijection
(A.10) blocks(p1 ◦ p2) ∼= C(pi1, pi2), b 7→ Cb,
where #(b) = #(Cb). Indeed, we construct this bijection as follows. For the partition p1
(resp., p2), we imagine the vertices ` ∈ [2k] in its graph as the vertices w` ∈ V (resp., v` ∈ V ).
In this way, a block b of p1 ◦ p2 then naturally corresponds to a cycle C ∈ C(pi1, pi2) in the
form of (A.8).
Finally, we need to understand the asymptotics of the Weingarten term 〈p1,Wgn(p2)〉 in
(A.6). Theorem 3.13 in [CS´06] shows that
〈p1,Wgn(p2)〉 = n−2k+
#(p1p2)
2
∏
b∈blocks(p1◦p2)
(−1)#(b)2 −1c#(b)
2
+O(n−2k+
#(p1p2)
2
−1).
We can rewrite this in terms of C(pi1, pi2) grace of (A.9) and (A.10) to obtain the equivalent
asymptotic
〈p1,Wgn(p2)〉 = n−2k+#(C(pi1,pi2))
∏
C∈C(pi1,pi2)
(−1)#(C)2 −1c#(C)
2
+O(n−2k+#(C(pi1,pi2))−1).
At this point, we reintroduce this asymptotic for our matrix integral (A.6) back into the
injective trace (A.5). This reduces the problem to computing
(A.11) S(pi1,pi2) = lim
n→∞
n#(V )−1−2k+#(C(pi1,pi2))
( ∏
C∈C(pi1,pi2)
(−1)#(C)2 −1c#(C)
2
+O(n−1)
)
for a given pair (pi1, pi2) as before. To this end, we introduce the bipartite multigraph
G = (V,E), where V = V ∪C(pi1, pi2) is the union of the vertices of our original graph T and
the anti-directed cycle partition C(pi1, pi2) of the edges E of T . We draw an edge between
a vertex v ∈ V and a cycle C ∈ C(pi1, pi2) if v is a vertex in the cycle C, in which case the
edge comes with multiplicity equal to the number of occurrences of v in C as an undirected
cycle. For example, if C is a simple cycle, then we only draw one edge between v and C.
Figure 29: An example of the construction of the graph G = (V,E). Here, we start with
C(pi, pi2) G
⇒
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the anti-directed cycle C(pi1, pi2) = {C} from Figure 28. We color the vertices to clarify the
construction.
By construction,
#(V) = #(V ) + #(C(pi1, pi2)) and #(E) = #(E) = 2k.
Moreover, the graph G is clearly connected (by virtue of the connectedness of T ), whence
#(V) ≤ #(E) + 1.
This allows us to recast (A.11) as
S(pi1,pi2) = lim
n→∞
n#(V)−(#(E)+1)
( ∏
C∈C(pi1,pi2)
(−1)#(C)2 −1c#(C)
2
+O(n−1)
)
= 1{G is a tree}
∏
C∈C(pi1,pi2)
(−1)#(C)2 −1c#(C)
2
.
Assume that G is a tree. Of course, in this case, G cannot have any multi-edges, which
implies that each cycle C ∈ C(pi1, pi2) is simple. In fact, the treeness of G implies that T is
an orthogonal cactus. Indeed, the tree G contains all of the information for how to properly
grow the cactus T from the simple anti-directed cycles C(pi1, pi2). We describe this algorithm,
as suggested at the beginning of the section. Start with an arbitrary pad C0 ∈ C(pi1, pi2) (level
0) and grow (i.e., attach) the pads C1 ∈ C(pi1, pi2) at distance two away from C0 in G. Note
that the pads introduced at level 1 cannot intersect outside of C0 (this would contradict the
treeness of G). We then introduce the pads C2 ∈ C(pi1, pi2) at distance four away from C0
in G (level 2). Each pad at level 2 is only attached to a single pad at level 1 and can only
intersect another pad at level 2 in a vertex of a pad C1. We continue this process until we
run out of pads. If we imagine rooting the graph G at the vertex C0 and orienting the rest
of the graph upwards, then this process simply amounts to contracting the edges of V as we
move up.
On the other hand, if T is an orthogonal cactus, then there is a unique pair of pair
partitions (p1, p2) such that δi(p1) = δj(p2) = 1 in (A.6). The associated pair of partitions
(pi1, pi2) will then correspond precisely to the cycles of this cactus. In this way, we finally
arrive at the prescribed limit (A.4). 
Naturally, one can of course ask the same question for a family of independent n × n
Haar orthogonal matrices (O
(i)
n )i∈I . We can use the same approach to prove the existence
of a joint LTD, now supported on colored orthogonal cacti (i.e., cacti with anti-directed
pads such that each pad is of a uniform color). We leave the details to the interested
reader. Instead, we note that the same result can be obtained via Theorem 2.5.5. One need
only to prove the factorization property (2.15) for On, which now follows as in the unitary
case [Mal, Proposition 6.2]. In particular, we note that the family (O
(i)
n )i∈I is asymptotically
traffic independent.
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Figure 30: An example of the construction of the graph G for a colored version T of the
orthogonal cactus in Figure 27. We color the edges of the tree G to clarify the construction.
T G
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